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Shayna Jacobs
S taff Writer

Political and financial docu
ments containing insight about
the legal perspective and politi
cal views of .H arriet Miers, 60,
Supreme Court justice nominee,
are now under review by Congress.
In a candidate questionnaire
from 1989 by the group, Texans
United for Life, Miers checked yes,
when asked if she would support
a constitutional amendment that
would prohibit abortions unless the
mother’s life is at risk.
This term, the Supreme Court
will hear a case regarding parental
consent for minors seeking an abor
tion.
Senator Dianne Feinstein,
California, said in a New York
SEE ‘MIERS’ ON P. 4
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Negligence At MSU Exposes
9,100 Students to I.D. Theft
Administrators Apologize for “Inconvience” As Students Fear Identity Fraud
Jessica Havery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Due to what Montclair State
University officials are calling an
“inadvertent error,” the social secu
rity numbers of 9,100 Montclair
State University students were
made available online for nearly
five months, putting each student
at risk for identity theft and credit
.fraud.
The error, discovered last
Wednesday by junior political sci
ence major, Brian Gatens, was
identified when Gatens stumbled
over the information database after
running a search for his name on a
Google search engine.
After making the discovery, and
contacting Information Technology
to report the issue, Gatens informed
The Montclarion about the mishap.
However, the paper decided to hold
the story, originally meant to run
on Oct. 13, in order to protect the
confidential information of thé stu

dents at risk.
In response to G aten’s
report, Jeff Giacobbe, director of
Information Technology Networks,
Telecommunications, Systems and
Security, said th at the information
had been gathered by a University
employee who had been authorized
to do so.
“This person inadvertently
posted the files to an area of the
campus web server th at was sub
sequently read and ‘cached’ by the
Google search engine,” Giacobbe
said.
The employee, whose name has
not been released by the University,
placed the files onto the server
so th at the information could
be retrieved by other University
employees, who also had authoriza
tion to view, the documents.
According to Giacobbe, the indi
vidual failed to realize that, by
placing the files in that location,
the information was also visible to
other parties, including internet
search engines.
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Junior political science major Brian Gatens “googled” his name only to
find his social security number displayed along with 9,099 other stu
dents.

While other media outlets have
reported th at the individual respon
sible made a mistake and would
not be punished, Vice President of
Student Development and Campus
Life, Karen Pennington, said that
the m atter was still under a full
investigation.
W hen
G atens
contacted
Giacobbe about his ‘findings, he
was informed th at the process of
having the files removed from thè
Google search engine normally
takes three to five business days.

The University, in an effort to
expedite the process, contacted the
State Attorney General’s office,
which assisted with the removal of
all files.
Last Thursday, Pennington sent
a campus-wide e-mail about the
slip up, and urged undergraduate
students with a declared major and
an assigned academic advisor to
take retroactive precautions to pro
tect themselves and their credit
SEE ‘SECURITY’ ON P. 5

SGA Remains Tight-Lipped N e w A r t G a lle ry
About Financial Documents E x p e c t e d 2 0 0 6
Jessica Havery
Arts & Entertainm ent Editor

In an attem pt to learn what
percentage of students’ fees are
being directed to the salary of the
recently-hired SGA office manager,
The Montclarion formally request
ed, and was denied, access to the
financial records of the SGA.
The request for such informa
tion was made on behalf of The
Montclarion on the basis th at the
SGA budget is dependent on stu
dent fees, and students should have
the right to know their money is
being spent wisely.
Each semester, every undergrad
uate student is charged $3.24 per
credit hour, not to exceed $38.88
each semester, totaling a potential
charge of $77.76 per year.
In a Sep. 22 letter to SGA
President Angelo Lilia, Montclarion
Editor-In-Chief,
Michael C.
McPhee, urged Lilia to remember
that he has a responsibility to his
constituents, the student body.
Feature: 7

“You should consider it your
responsibility ... to be transparent
in how your administration chooses
to spend [student] fees,” McPhee
wrote. “The students want to know
where their money is going.”
Two days after McPhee request
ed the information, Lilia respond
ed, in writing, “I cannot publicly
disclose Mr. [Michael-Todd] Hall’s
salary; it is a personal and private
matter.”
The Student Government
believes that, because they are
incorporated, the financial infor
mation should not be available for
student access.
Dave Kois, SGA treasurer, said,
“if I knew th at all of our records
were public records, then they
would have been opened to the
public.”
Although the SGA may be an
incorporated organization, some
students receive financial aid from
the State, making the records, as
with any State-funded organiza
tion, public record.
Also included in Lilia’s written
Arts and Entertainment: 13

Chantal Gabel
News Editor

Jessica Havery I The Montclarion

SGA Secretary Stephanie
Sattleberger reads a bill request
ing access to financial documents.

response was his declaration that,
“in the past few years, the SGA has
made significant strides toward
ensuring th at proper accounting
protocols are in place and th at the
organization’s funds are managed
efficiently.”
SEE ‘SGA’ ON P. 3

Opinion: 20

presentations to visitors.
Freshm an a rt education major
Katie Tomaszewski thinks the new
a rt gallery will be visited more
often than the current one. “I feel
like it will give more opportuni
ties for students to get their work
shown,” Tomaszewski said. “The
new gallery will probably get more
attention from students and visi
tors.”
The first exhibition will be

A new University A rt gallery
will be introduced to Montclair
State University in 2006.
The gallery, which costs over
$1 million dollars, will be 7,200
sq. ft, and will be located on the
fourth floor of the parking deck
adjacent to the Alexander Kasser
theater. The gallery will have over
SEE ‘GALLERY’ ON P. 4
3,000 sq. ft. of exhibition space and
over 3,000 sq. ft. of
office space, collection
storages, work areas,
sem inar room, work
shop space, utilities
and bathrooms.
The environment
will be climate con
trolled and have a
dry fire suppression
system, prep room,
storage and surveil
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion
lance system to pro The new art gallery will have three times the
vide more ambitious exhibition space of the current gallery.
Classifieds: 24
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T h e P o lic e
R e p o r t:
Vandalism and Harassment
Cases Spread Across Campus

NEW S

MSU Campus Calend
T h u r sd a y

20

10/12/05 - Freeman Hall resident Dante
Esposita, 18, Rockaway, and visitor
Anthony Vitale, 18, Montville, were given
summonses for underage consumption of
alcohol. Both are awaiting a court date in
Montclair Township Municipal Court.
10/12/05 - A Freeman Hall female resident
reported that she received a harassing
phone call from an unknown male caller.
This case is under investigation.
10/12/05 - A Fenwick Hall female resident
reported that her parking hangtag was
stolen from her vehicle. This case is under
investigation.

Conversations About Eating and
Body Image, Drop-In Center, 12
p.m. -1:30 p.m.

Mindfulness Meditation, DropIn Center, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Career Development: Electronic
Resumes, MH 337,
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

TUESDAY 25

10/16/05 - Shanne Brathwaite, 27,
Yonkers, NY, was arrested after she bit
and shoved her girlfriend after an argu
ment in Brathwaite's Stone Hall room.
Brathwaite was released after her bail
was set by the Wayne Township Municipal
Judge. She is awaiting a court date in
Little Falls Municipal Court.
10/17/05 - A male Williams Hall resident
reported the theft of several clothing
articles from his car. This case is under
investigation.
10/17/05 - A female Clove Road resident
reported the theft of her purse from her
parked vehicle by two unknown female
suspects while she was moving items into
her apartment. This case is under investi
gation.
10/17/05 - A female resident reported
being harassed by her ex-boyfriend. The
victim reported that her former boyfriend
has been repeatedly calling her and send
ing her text messages (cursing and men
acing her). No criminal charges have been
filed. However, a restraining order was
granted by the Passaic County Superior
Court Family Division. Both parties are
awaiting a court date in the Passaic
County Superior Court.
10/17/05 - Two female students advised a
University police officer on patrol of two
vandalized vehicles in lot 22. One had
a broken window, and the other had a
spoiler broken off. The owners of both
vehicles were notified. This case is under
investigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

N otes this w eek.

Off-campus

Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00

Walkin’ Around the U, Drop-In
Center, 12:30 p.m. -1 p.m.

Classifieds
Up to 30 w ords- : $10.00

Career Development: Your
Career and the Net, MH 337,
2 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Call 973-655-5237
For More Information

Cookies and Culture, Alice Paul
Lounge, 6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m*

Poetry Jam-Lambda Sigma
Upsilon, SC Ratt,
8 p.m. -10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY 26
Music: Voice Recital, MC
Recital Hall,
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.

SATURDAY 22
Music Therapy Students Org.
Open Mic, MC Recital Hall, 8
p.m.

Advertising Policy
The M ontclarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions o f a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Montclarion
The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to Thé
M ontclarion is the Monday
of the week o f publication.

Cookies and Culture, Kops
Lounge, 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
The Conversaton Cafe, Drop-In
Center, 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

SUNDAY 23
Music: MSU Symphony
Orchestra with Momoko
Matsumura, Kasser Theatre,
3 p.m.

Local News

Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page — $32.00

- T h e re are no S G A

MONDAY 24

Music:Newband-The Last
Laugh, Kasser Theatre,
7:30 p.m.

10/11/05 - A female student reported the
theft of her vehicle's trunk emblem from
lot 29. This case is under investigation.

AD Rates
On-campus

FRIDAY 21

10/10/05 - A male employee reported
being harassed and terrorized off campus
by a male suspect he borrowed money
from. This case is under investigation.

SGA Notes I

Give Thanks Just be CUS -Chi
Upsilon Sigma, SC Ratt,
9 p.m. -11 p.m.

COMPILE

NEWARK - The Port Authority
has advanced Newark more than
$55 million in rent payments on
Newark Liberty International
Airport so the city can close its
outstanding 2004 budget gap
and introduce this year’s spend
ing plan.
The money represents 10
monthly rent payments of $5.6
million from Oct. 1, 2005, to
July 31,2006. In order to get the
$55.87 million advance, Newark
paid 3 percent interest, amount
ing to a loss of $790,952 that it
would have received in monthly

installments.
City Business Administrator
Richard Monteilh and Finance
Director Daniel Gonzalez said
the payment was an advance
on the city’s pending settlement
with the Port Authority of a law
suit regarding lease payments.
MONTCLAIR - C harlotte
Poliseno, the lady who has
insisted on keeping her tiny
barking Chihuahuas in her
M ontclair condominium, has
paid her fine with each appear
ance in municipal court. But

National News
WASHINGTON - The U.S.
violent crime rate declined 2.2
percent last year, continuing a
decade-long downward trend in
serious offenses, the FBI said
Monday.
. All m ajor categories of vio
lent crime in the United States
declined in 2004, bringing
the rates of the most serious
offenses, including m inders,
rapes, robberies and assaults,
to a level 32 percent lower than
those reported in 1995, the new
figures show.
The rate of crimes such as

The M ontclarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection.________

The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story, please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee
at (973) 655-5230.

111111111
She accuses the township
of hiring the mayor’s political
allies as she was being edged
out for “budget reasons.” Pem a
is seeking compensatory and
punitive damages in a wrongful
dismissal lawsuit filed in U.S.
District Court in Newark.
“Despite the fact that the
plaintiff was informed that her
position was eliminated because
of budget issues, other h ir
ings were made at significant
expense to the township,” the
lawsuit states.

now, time is running out.
“They want to put me in jail.
... I don’t like the idea of being a
criminal,” Poliseno said.
MONTCLAIR - Christina Pem a
was on Montclair’s payroll for
more than two decades, most of
it as a legal secretary.
Halfway through her tenure,
she was preparing motions and
conducting legal research. Her
boss pitched her for a promo
tion to legal adm inistrator with
the resulting raise. Then things
soared.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

burglary, larceny and auto theft
declined 2.1 percent as well last
year.
The only category of violent
crime in which the number
of incidents rose was forcible
rapes - to 94,635 in 2004 from
93,883 in 2003, an increase of
0.8 percent. But accounting for
an increase in population, the
rate of forcible rapes dropped
0.2 percent.
EAU CLAIRE, WI - A Wisconsin
high school band director, his
wife and his granddaughter

International News
JERUSALEM - Israel sus
pended security coordina
tion with the Palestinians on
Monday, an Israeli official said,
following the killings of three
Israeli settlers by Palestinians
Sunday.
The official said th at until
the Palestinians take real and
active steps to fight terrorism,
there is nothing to talk about.
Chief Palestinian negotiator
Saeb Erakat told CNN the sus
pension of security contacts was
the wrong decision and called it

ÉÉ...............

Billing

Corrections

were among the five people
hilled when a charter bus car
rying students returning from
a state marching band competi
tion crashed into an overturned
semi-truck early Sunday, police
said.
. .
The Whole Foods M arket
rig was traveling westbound on
Interstate 94 ju st outside Eau
Claire around 2 a.m., when i t t
veered off the road, said Capt.
Doug Notbohm, the northwest regional commander for the
Wisconsin State Patrol.
Thirty other people were

injured in the accident ju st out
side Eau Claire.
LAFAYETTE, CA - Defense
attorney, and TV legal pun
dit Daniel Horowitz found his
wife’s lifeless body on Saturday,
a death th at is being investi
gated as a homicide.
Horowitz, who frequently
appears on CNN, MSNBC and
Fox News found Pamela Vitale
dead a t the.'entrance of the
mobile home’they shared on
property where they were build
ing their dream estate.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABELmÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

“unfortunate.”
“Those who plan these
attacks want to undermine the
contacts and [the] hope th at has
been developing in the minds
of Israelis and Palestinians,”
Erakat said in a telephone inter
view.
BAGHDAD - The U.S. m ilitary
said Monday th at coalition forc
es launched airstrikes Sunday
in and around Ramadi, west of
Baghdad, killing “an estimated
70 terrorists.” But an Iraqi doc

tor who reported 20 people
killed, including six children,
and 25 wounded said all ¡those
were civilians.
An Iraqi M inistry of Health
official also said one child was
killed and two women wounded
in the airstrikes.
M ilitary officials said they
had no reports of civilians
killed.
ISLAMABAD - Helicopters
have resinned relief flights in
earthquake-hit Pakistan after

S B

torrential rains caused authori
ties to tem porarily ground
planes following the crash of an
army helicopter that killed six
people.
The MI-17 transport helicop
ter was returning •home sifter
dropping off relief workers in
Bagh when it crashed, killing
six Pakistani soldiers.
Bad weather or a technical
malfunction were suspected to
have caused the crash, he said.
Soldiers covered up aid sup
plies delivered by helicopters.

www.themontdarion.org
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SGA

w h a r t 's h a p p e n i n g

CONTINUED FROM E l

Vice President of Class One Concerts,
Lauren DiGiacomo, said the SGA’s han
dling of their finances has been less than
adequate.
DiGiacomo said the organization held a
concert at the beginning of the fall semester
for welcome back week. However, it took more
than a month for the artists to receive their
payment.
“[Inadequate management] makes us look
bad,” DiGiacomo said. “We want artists to
come back and perform, but it doesn’t make
us look good if they don’t get their money on
time.”
Also, towards the beginning of the
semester, members of Class One Concerts
were given the opportunity to attend a
Pennsylvania-based convention funded by
the SGA. DiGiacomo said th at in order to
attend, a hotel reservation, with payment,
needed to be sent in at least one month prior
to the convention.
“The bookkeeper didn’t handle the paper
work properly, so we didn’t get the hotel
reservation th at was originally intended,”
DiGiacomo said.
In addition to DiGiacomo’s complaint
about the SGA’s financial irresponsibil
ity, The Montclarion has also encountered
numerous instances in which the organiza
tion’s checks were not handled properly.
“Costumers have contacted us asking
if their checks had been lost because they
weren’t deposited,” said McPhee, “When I
looked into the m atter further and discov
ered th at there was over $20,000 in checks
not deposited, I was startled; especially since
I had received personal assurances from the
SGA E-Board th at they were working hard
to put their financial house in order.”
In order to make an attem pt at retrieving
the documents requested, SGA Legislator

Brian Gatens presented a bill to the SGA
at yesterday’s meeting. Members of The
Montdarion were not consulted when draft
ing this bill.
The bill, which will be voted on next
Wednesday, “implores the Executive Board
of the Student Government to release the
aforementioned salary figure to the student
body w ithin two business days.”

at

IVIS U

D in in g

t h îsT w o o k ?
10/24-10/27-

10/27 - FALL FEST & HALLOWEEN
THEME DINNER AT BLANTON &
FREEMAN DINING HALL!
JOIN DS FOR PUMPKIN P AINTIN G, AND
OTHER HALOWEEN ACTIVITIES

C-Stnre: Turn in
your used
frequency card far
a free mug!

“ [Students] should ask questions.

W 2 6 - FOURTH ANN IVERSARY OF THE RED HAWK
DINER!!
FREE FOOD, GAMES, PRIZES, AND MORE!!
STOP BY, W E WILL B E CELEBRATING ALL D AY!!

O ur meetings are open to the
students and information
disclosed in open session
including the wages line in our
budget is public record but not
the breakdown for each

F

employee.”
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D avid Kois
SGA Treasurer
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Enroll In a Kaplan IVIGAT Classroom C ourse, Online
Course, 'or Private Tutoring program In O ctober and
g e t IVIGAT S c ie n c e Review free !
K aplan’s IVIGAT S c ie n c e Review Includes:
I 4 8 interactive online lessons

1

I Testlike practice including 2 4 passage quizzes
I 2 full-length science sections-1

physical science, 1 biological science

M C A T C la s s e s B e g in
10/29 at S e to n Hall U n ive rsity

&

1/22 a t M o n t c la ir S t a t e U n iv e r s it y

Don’t m iss th is limited-time offer. Enroll by O ctober 31**!

1-800-K AP -TEST
Jessica Havery I The Montclarion

SGA Legislator Brian Gatens watches as his
bill is introduced to the SGA.

K a p te s t.c o m / m c a t

Test Prep and Admissions

MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
C O LLE G E OF SCIEN CE AND. M A T H EM A T IC S
The Margaret & Herman Sokol Science Lecture Series •
Presents
ContaminationWithout Consent: How Chemical
Pollutants in Air, Food and Water Violate Human Rights”
“

Wednesday, October 26,2005
at 8:00 p.m.
Alexander Kasser Theater

Ecologist, author, and cancer survivor, Dr. Sandra Steingraber is an internationally recognized expert on the
environmental links to cancer and reproductive health. She received her doctorate in biology from the University o f
Michigan and master’s degree in English from Illinois Shite University. Her most acclaimed works are L iving D ownstream
and H aving F aith. She also authored Post-D iagnosis, a volume o f poetry, and coauthor o f a book on ecology and human
rights in Africa, The Spoils o f Fam ine. She has taught biology at Columbia College, Chicago, held visiting fellowships at
die University o f Illinois, Radcliffe/Harvard, and Northeastern University, and served cm President Clinton’s National
Action Plan on Breast Cancer. Dr. Steingraber is currently Distinguished Visiting Scholar at Ithaca College.

Admission: Free to MSU students, faculty, sta ff and alumni, $10.00 fo r a ll others.
Tickets:
Available a t the K asser Theater Box Office (973- 655-5112)

www.themontclarion.org
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GALLERY

MIERS

CONTINUED FROM P I

CONTINUED FROM P I

Times story, “The concern is whether she is
able to look at issues relating to the health of
the mother, which is coming before the court
relating to Roe, in an open and unbiased
manner.”
The case will test the constitutionality of
a New Hampshire law which m andates that
minors must have consent from their parents
in order to receive an abortion, unless the
minor’s life is at risk and an abortion is nec
essary.
Women’s studies professor Jill Hersh says
she is opposed to the possible illegalization
of abortion because women have come so far
since Roe vs. Wade, a United States Supreme
Court case overturning all state laws outlaw
ing or restricting abortion in 1973.
“I think it would be a major setback for
college women because those are the women
who need the choice the most,” said Hersh.
“These women are young, single and with
out an established career, it’s so im portant to
keep reproductive freedom rights in tact.”
The average age of women at the time
of abortion is 21.2 years, and 24 percent of
these women abort while obtaining their
Bachelors or M asters degree, according to
a book by David C. Reardon called Aborted
Women: Silent No More by David C. Reardon
(Loyola University Press, 1987).
52 percent of women who have abortions
are younger than 25 years old and 19 percent
are teenagers.
Many young college students are con
cerned about the possibility of abortion pro
hibition, as it may mean having to sacrifice
their education to take care of their child.
Student Leah Kinder, freshm an psychol
ogy major, is against Mier’s belief. “I don’t

feel it’s for the government to choose repro
ductive rights. It’s the individual’s decision,”
she said.
While many people may argue th at safe
sex should be practiced at all times, the like
lihood of a mistake is too scary to risk.

“I don’t feel it’s for the government
to choose reproductive rights. It’s
the individual’s decision.”
Leah Kinder
Freshman, psychology major

54 percent of women having an abortion
said they used some form of contraception
during the month they became pregnant,
while 90 percent of women who are at risk
for unplanned pregnancies are using contra
ception, according to the Alan Guttmacher
Institute, a nonprofit organization focused
on sexual and reproductive health research,
policy analysis and public education.
Student Criminal Justice major Shadia
Ammar, is unsure of whether or not Miers
should be qualified to sit on the Supreme
Court.
“I would like to see a candidate with not
only years of experience as an attorney, but
isome experience on the bench also,” said
A m m a r , “A candidate for the Supreme Court
should have a great understanding of the
constitution.”
The courts will also hear a case about

an American company based in Brazil, and
whether they have the right to import teas
used for religious ceremonial purposes, which
have hallucinogenic effects.
Sim ilar issues have been tested in the
past, and the court must decide how far the
rights of freedom of religion may be extended.In her 30-year legal career, the majority
of Meirs’ disputes have been settled out of
court. In twenty-two instances, her disputes
went to trial.
Miers, an attorney from Dallas, has expe
rience in business and contract law. She has
been serving as a W hite House attorney, and
has represented companies such as Walt
Disney and Microsoft.
Chief Justice John Roberts is also new
to the bench. He replaced the late William
Rehnquist who served the court for 33 years.
The court convened for the 2005-2006 term
at the beginning of October.
-Abortion is currently legal in 54 coun
tries, and the U.S. alone has approximately
1,370,000 abortions annually.

Supreme Court Justice nominee M iers, who
was once President Bush’s personal lawyer,
may set out to make abortion illegal.

Alexander Calder Wall Hangings, which will
be displayed from Feb. 27 to April 30,2006.
According to Teresa Rodriguez, Director
of University A rt Galleries, the show will
emphasize Calder’s “child-like, fun a rt
through the little known wall hangings.”
The show will address the controversial
production of the wall hangings and Calder’s
involvement with the 60’s and 70’s experi
ments in a rt technology.
Tapestries, lithographs, drawings, jew
elry and toys from the MSU A rt Collection
will also be displayed.
“Faculty and staff should take advan
tage of the opportunity to see this assembly
of works th at has not been done before.”
Rodriguez said.
The exhibition space of the new gallery
will be three times as large as the current
University A rt Gallery, and will be able to
accommodate three shows at a time.
“The new gallery will open its doors
to bigger shows, im portant a rt historical
developments in modern and contemporary
a rt and greater links within the MSU com
munity,” Rodriguez said. “It will strive to
attract new resources for exhibitions, support
and further development as a key visual art
institution in northern New Jersey.”
The current gallery, located in Life Hall,
presents approximately 12 shows a year. The
new gallery will be able to hold 20 exhibitions
annually.
“The new gallery .will definitely impact
the high quality education in the arts the
School of the A rts offers and continues to
develop,” said Rodriguez.
The gallery is expected to open early
March 2006.

The Montclarion STILL needs
Photographers and Copy Editors.
If interested, call Jose Ortiz at
973-655-5282.

www.themontclarion.org
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SECURITY
CONTINUED FROM P I

reports.
Pennington said th at the University has
received responses from parents and stu
dents regarding the announcement of the
security concern.
“There have been clarifying questions
regarding the event,” Pennington said.
“Responses from students fall into three
categories : clarifying whether [he or she] was
specifically affected; clarifying how to get
a free fraud alert versus having to pay and
general concern regarding the incident.”
While students have sent letters and
made phone calls as a way of expressing con
cerns, and complaints, they have also joined
forces electronically by creating online blogs
and groups through sites like Livejournal.
com and Thefacebook.com.
Mancine’s post received 11 comments,
from other undergraduate students discuss
ing the incident, and the possibility of taking
legal action against the University.
Another student, who could only be iden
tified by the username ‘ticklish721,’ said “I
may take legal action if I find something
suspicious on my credit report.”
In addition to the Livejournal group,
Montclair_State, 45 students have joined the
“MSU Screwed Up and I Fell Victim to ID
Theft” group, created by computer science
major, James Ragucci.
Students, such as music major Rosemary
Topar, are using the group to unify any stu
dents interested in participating in a classaction lawsuit against the University.
After reading about a bill signed by N.J.
Governor Codey th at would require colleges
to stop using social security numbers as

M SU ’s Journal

identification numbers, Topar asked, “Will
someone please tell me why the University
failed to halt the use of our social security
numbers starting with this year?”
Giacobbe said th at Montclair State has
been working to implement an alternate
identification system for the past several
months, and expects the system to be func
tional before the end of the year.
“The campus-wide identification system
is a unique eight-digit number for every
student and University employee th at will
be used in place of a social security number
for most University business and all online
authentication,” Giacobbe said.
Pennington said th at she was confident
th at the change Will prevent unauthorized
disclosers in the future.
An information technology representa
tive from Kean University said th at their
University has already made the change
from social security numbers to an alternate
form of identification.
“While we have made the switch to an
alternate number, students may choose
whether they want to use their social secu
rity numbers, or not,” she said.
In some cases, according to Giacobbe,
social security numbers will remain neces
sary.
“C ertain State and Federal processes,
such as student financial aid, require social
security information,” Giacobbe said. “The
numbers must rem ain a part of an individ
ual's private ... record, but as of the end of
the year, they will no longer be used as a
prim ary indentifier or for logging into online
services.” ‘

[E n trie s ]

MSU

[F rie n d s ] [ C a le n d a r]

H èy guys,
11 ■24am

Ify°u are on e o f th e th o u san d s o f stu d en ts th a t h ad y o u r
in fo rm atio n o u t in public a n d you have discovered any
frau d o n y o u r cred it file consider jo in in g up w ith som e
o th ers stu d en ts in a class actio n law suit. I’m cu rren tly
talk in g w ith aro u n d a dozen peo p le th a t fo u n d frau d w ith in
th e tim e fram e o f th is incident.

synacklal

1:56am

T hat set off a m en tal alarm w h en I cam e h ere 3 years ago.
W hy th e hell are th ey u sin g m y social as m y ID? A n d now
this. Leave it to M ontclair to w ait u n til so m eth in g goes
w ro n g to change asinine policies.

A n o n ym o u s

W hy did n ’t i get this em ail? W as i n o t affected?
2:34am

co o k ie zs

2:59am

Still - leave it to m o n tclair to be th e last U niversity to p u ll its
h e ad o u t o f its ass a n d realize w h at stu d en ts have been
com p lain in g ab o u t along.

2:02am

A few o f us an g ry stu d e n ts are co nsidering p u ttin g to g eth er
a class-action su it against th e U niversity for th is v ery reason
I f you’re interested, th ere is a facebook g ro u p called “M SU
Screw ed U p an d I Fell V ictim to ID Theft”.

snoobs86

A n o n ym o u s
The excerpts above are taken from comments written on Livejoumal.com from angry stu
dents regarding their social security numbers put out for the public to see.

—
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Bring this a d and get a tree accessory w ith any purchase
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With Campus Connect you:
Keep your old number

W 'i

Get your money back if you need to cancel an existing plan
J.-

Charge the plans to your student bill no credit checks

I

PIC phones are $50 ($200 in stores) and the plans

£

are up to 30% cheaper than stores.

Come to the
■
Stone Hall Child
Care Center or call

Sprint
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(866)696-4447
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------------------------- ■ Celebrating The Creative Voice

C a st L a u g h
A film by F.W. Mumau (1924)
Performed by Newband;
set to music by Dean Drummond
October 21 at 7:30 pm

Martin

H ayes
O D en n is

c x C a h ill
O ctober 22 at 7:30 pm

_ MSU .

Sym phony
Paul Hostetter, conductor
M om oko M atsum ura, violin
O ctober 23 at 3 pm

P ia n o
L ic k s
Kathleen Supové & Jed Distler
O ctober 29 at 7:30 pm

lectures @ MSU

Contaminated without Consent
How Chem ical Pollutants in Air, Food and Water Violate Human Rights
by Dr. S an d ra Steingraber
PART OF THE MARGARET AND HERMAN SOKOL SCIENCE LECTURE SERIES

O cto ber 26 at 8 pm
F o r tic k e t s o r m o re in fo r m a tio n p le a s e c a ll

9 7 3 -6 5 5 -5 1 1 2

o r c h e c k o n lin e a t

w w w .m on tcla ir.e d u /k a sse r

a le x a n d e r
T

H

E

A

T

E

R

No charge to MSU staff, faculty, graduate students and alumni.
Convenient parking located adjacent to the Kasser Theater.
Direct train and bus service available weekdays.

I f e a te rs

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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MP3 Players, Apple Or A Competitor
Comparing The Apple Nano With The Zen Micro, Which Will Win Out?
Derek Lewis
S taff W riter

■

o many people on campus have been
seen using some form of mp3 player
these days. One probably thinks of an
iPod when you hear someone say. mp3. But
what about it’s competitors? There are many
different mp3 players on the consumer m ar
ket. Most, if not all, of today’s mp3 players
are very expensive especially to the average
student.
But if it’s your pocket you’re worried
about, maybe try comparing more practical
players, like the iPod Nano and the Creative
Zen Micro, which are «m ailer versions of
their 20-40gb predecessors.
Both players share a unique design. The
iPod Nano, sporting Mac’s tradem arked
touch sensitive circular pad, is a fam iliar
sight to any iPod enthusiast. The players can
come in black or white, depending on your
mood and are small enough to strap to your
arm or leg.
Being only 1.5 ounces, 3-4 ounces lighter
them the larger 30-40gb iPods. With a 14hour battery life, the iPod Nano is ideal for
travel and can be purchased with 2-4gb of
storage space which comes down to approxi
mately 500-1,000 songs.
The iPod Nano in its 4gb form can range
from $243-252 average. Oyer all the iPod
Nano seems to be the Mercedes Benz of min
iature mp3 players.
The Creative Zen Micro is a decent com
petitor to the sleek iPod Nano. Sporting it’s
own touch pad, less impressive than the iPod
touch pad, but with a more practical button
like set up.

S

The Zen Micro not only has black and
white cases, but it can also come in a wide
variety of colors spanning the visible spec
trum in purple, blue, yellow, orange and
red. Though the Zen Micro is small, it is
heavier then the iPod Nano, weighing in at
3.8 ounces.
Still, the Zen Micro makes up for its
weight with its storage potential. It, unlike

“A lo t o f stud en ts at
M ontclair have already
in vested in players and
carry them nearly
everyw here th ey go. It is
hard to fin d a stud en t that
ow ns one and is not
listen in g to th eir favortie
so n g ”

______ ________

the iPod Nano can have 4-6gb of storage
space, which can hold roughly 2,000-3,000
songs. Its lesser version has still double the
capacity of its iPod counter-part. The price
of the Zen Micro can range from $165-199,
$50 less then its competitor. The Zen Micro
offers a great deal of choice for any con
sumer.
It is not difficult to find a good mp3

player these days.
A lot of students
at Montclair have
already invested in
players and carry
them nearly every
where they go.
It is hard to
find a student on
campus th at owns
one and is not cur
rently listening to
their favorite song
while studying for
exams.
Even if they
aren’t plugged in to
the endless string
of songs, surely it
resides somewhere
on th eir person,
begging to be
played later in the
day.
The shear vol
ume ofmusic appre
ciation
through
these micro players
shows we’ve taken
a step into the
future.
Anthony Ingersoll I Montclarion.
Our CD and
The trend of iPods has become increasingly popular among college
cassette players
students
are
somewhere
collecting dust, as
they are now the victims of technological becoming more and more advanced as we
advancement. But whether you own an iPod, grow. Who knows what they will come out
a creative product or any of their sister play with next? I’d like some compact wireless
ers, the effect‘with which we listen to music headphones!

It’s Just the Simple Beer Necessities
Studies Show That We Can Count on Alcohol To Do More Good Than Bad
Michael Egan

in the morning and recite
drunken poetry to her.

M SU D iatetic Organization (MSDO)

“R# easonable
remember waiting in anticipation for
the day I could legally purchase alcohol.
Alcohol’s allure was sim ilar to the antici
pation I had experienced during my early
adolescence as I waited for Santa Clause’s
Christmas Day cameo. It seems th at alcohol
consumption has been a rather controversial
activity at various tim es throughout our
American history.
Irresponsible consumption has been the
prim ary catalyst for alcohol’s adverse effect
on health. However; recent studies have indi
cated th at moderate consumption may play
an even larger role in our overall health.
Moderate alcohol use is appropriate for
individuals above the age of 21 who are
in good personal health and do not attend
Friday
night
m eetings
th at sta rt
w ith
a
p e rso n a l
in tro d u c 
tion.
III
At the
age of nine
teen, I was
fo r tu n a te
enough to
live in Italy
for approxi
m ately two
years. It was

I

consum ption w ill help you
avoid th ose em barrassing
situ ation s. A lthough beer
doesn’t provide as m any
vitam in s as C entrum , it
con tain s b iological com 
pounds th at m ay p rotect
you from future h eart
attacks.”
there, in a small town located on the eastern
seaboard of Sicily, where my affinity for beer
began. I soon learned th at drinking beer had
the capacity to encourage behavioral risk or
as some would say “beer balls.”
Behavior aside, it was during my junior
year at Montclair State University th at I
discovered the role of alcohol in preventing
heart disease. Call me crazy, but an ice
cold glass of hops seemed a tad more appeal
ing than consuming a chalky pebble of St.
Joseph’s aspirin each day for heart health.
A pint of beer is a great strategy for relax
ing the mind after a stressful day. Though
excess consumption can lead to dependence,
significant weight gain, and many diffi
cult lessons in humility Lesson 1: it is not
advisable to call your ex-girlfriend at 3:30

reasonable consumption
will help you avoid those
em barrassing situations.
Although beer doesn’t pro
vide as many vitam ins as
Centrum, it contains bio
logical compounds that may
protect you from future
heart attacks. These pro
tective compounds are
found in plant m atter such
as grains.
In addition to the com
pounds found in hops, alco
hol contains a blood thin
ning property which can
aid in the prevention of
adverse blood clotting, a
precursor to heart attacks.
I am not an advocate for
replacing Dole’s Five-a-Day
campaign for better health
with a frosty mug filled
with dark stout; however,
I am encouraging you to
take a deeper look beyond
courtesy of www.breakfastcreekhotel.com
the beer bellies and bad
Studies show that a pint of beer keeps your heart in the
behaviors.
clear.
Beer represents diver
sity, because it’s cultivated
throughout our beautiful planet by people of processed. If we could stop chugging long
enough to slow down and comprehend what
diverse cultures and origins.
Its flavors and colors vary like the lands moderation could offer us, we too could find
in which its ingredients were grown and nature’s protection in a frosty pint of hops.
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Living Our Dreams
The Lesson You Don’t Learn In School
with students who are totally into school.
If you want to get highly motivated, start
hanging around with people who are already
highly motivated.
Right now you’re probably thinking th at
udy had it. Rocky had it. Maggie
Fitzgerald (Hilary Swank’s character it’s ju st not th at easy. You’re right, but this
in Million Dollar Baby had it. Do you advice is a great way to get started.
There are a lot of things th at can hold you
have it? .In order to get what you really want
out of fife, you’d better have it, too. W hat is back from having a major case of burning
“it”? À burning desire to achieve and suc desire—like fear. Are you afraid to get out of
your comfort zone and really go for it?
ceed.
Comfort breeds complacency and compla
Next time you watch a basketball game,
cency douses desire. Take the advice
notice who gets the rebounds. It’s not the
of actor Bill Cosby: “Decide th at you
tallest player—it’s the one who wants
w ant it more than you are afraid of
the ball the most. Most of the time, the
it”
person who wants it the most—gets
WARNING: If you think
it! Desire wins.
it's going to be difficult
How do you get
to get this burning
this burning désire?
desire,
imagine how
If there were a book
difficult
it will be to
th at could give you this
compete
against
some
“burning desire,” it would be the
one
who
does
have
it—
if
you
best-selling book of all time. If there
don't.
were a sem inar th at could give it to
If nothing else, sta rt
you, it would be the most-attended
watching
movies like Rudy,
sem inar ever.
Rocky,
and
Million Dollar Baby
Here’s the bottom line: Desire
to
see
what
this burning desire
can’t be taught; it must be caught.
really
looks,
like.
Desire is like a virus. You can’t create
“Wanting something is not enough. You
it yourself; you have to catch it from someone
who already has it. If you’re sitting all alone m ust hunger for it. Your motivation must be
in your room, don’t expect the angel of desire absolutely compelling in order to overcome
the obstacles th at will invariably come your
to land magically on your shoulder.
You catch desire by being with people way.” Les Brown, motivational speaker.
who already have it. It’s called “desire-by
association.” If you want th at burning desire I f you really want to jum p-start that winning
to get into great shape, start going to the desire, call Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline at
(973) 743-4690. Three-minute recorded moti
gym with people who love to work out.
If you want th at burning, desire to do vational messages are available 24/7/365.
great academically, start going to the library New messages every morning at 7:30.
RobGilbert, Ph.D.

Departm ent o f Exercise and Science and Physical
!Éducation

R

M ake a D ifferen ce Day
C lean up the P a s s a ic River!
Rt 46 and M cBride Ave • W est Paterson

October 22nd »11 a-3p

Carpool meeting up behind Blanton. Hall at 10a
For more info: 973.655.5320 or Montclair@waterwatchonline.org
Find us on myspace! http://groups.myspace.com/msuwaterwatch
y fV ÿ
»WP

NJCWW is a Class III organization of the SGA, inc.

I vwvw.themontclarion.org
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D earJandJ,
1 have been with my girlfriend fo r about nine months and things have been great so far. My problem is
that she recently got a new jo b am i has been spending a lot o f time with her co-workers, m ost o f which
are men, after work a t bars or diners. I mentioned it to her and she said she s ju st trying to j i t in, but it
seems like I have something to worry about. What should I do?
Jose Ortiz
Managing Editor

bur suspicions are not unfounded, nor
could they be called ludicrous. Your
girlfriend has gotten a new job, and
this can call for a change of priorities. But
the odd thing is th at she finds it to be more
important to “hang out” with her new-found
friends and neglect the relationship that you
spent nine months building.
The thing is th at even if she’s not cheat
ing right now, you still do have something
to worry about. Since you said th at most
of her co-workers are men,
you can rest
assured th at they
will be m aking
every attem pt to
get into your girl
friend’s pants,
and most likely
have already
begun
th e ir
advances. Even if she
has resisted the tem pta
tions up until now, by
continuing to allow her
self to be in this situa
tion, the chances of her
m aking a m istake are
becoming more and more
likely.
She is probably
going to tell you th at it

Y

takes two to tango, and th at you should
Jessica Havery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
tru st her. Although tru st in a relationship
is im portant, common sense is even more
important. Her co-workers don’t care about
’ll start by sticking up for your girlfriend.
you, or your relationship
While you’ve grown used to spending
with your girlfriend. I f )
a great deal of time w ith her, she just
you add alcohol to the added something im portant to her
equation, you are left, list of priorities. It might take a
with a very frightening, bit of a juggling act before she
likelihood th at borders o n , can balance everything again.
inevitability.
It’s possible th at she’s sincere
You can’t rely on th e, about wanting to get to know her
strength of the relation-, co-workers and th at she just
ship to stop somethingj needs some time to balance
like this from happen-, her priorities.
ing because often,
Since you’ve already said
times out of sight ( something to her about your
means out of mind. concern, I’m surprised that
If she is seeing more { she hasn’t made an effort
of her co-workers i to spend more time with you.
th an she is of you, The tru th is, no m atter how
then chances are | busy we are, a female will
th at she will slipi make time for you if she
and the chances | is truly interested. The,
are even greater
th at you won’t find) “I’m busy with school,”
out about it right
away.
“I don’t want to be in a
relatio n 
She says th at she’s ju st trying to_ fit in i ship right now,” and “I need to focus on
with her co-workers, but since when doesi my career” lines are ju st th a t... lines. When
th at mean that she has to h it'b a rs and i we say these things, a lot of the time, we
.diners with them, and why does it have to i mean, “I might be interested in a relation
be all men? Even further, shouldn’t con-1 ship, ju st not with you.”
tinuing your relationship together be more i
As busy as I am with school, work, friends
important? If she doesn’t feel this way, it i and extra-curriculars, I still make the time
means th at you and what you two have built l to spend with my boyfriend. Relationships
don’t survive without good communication or
SEE ‘HE SAID’ ON P. 11
time spent together; they’d be booty calls.

I

The fact th at she has
cut you out completely
and has not attem pted
to find time elsewhere
should say something.
She’s had to realize th at
her new job has cut
into your time and,
if she misses you
at all, she would
at least invite you
out to meet her
co -w o rk ers.
If w hat she
says is true,
and there isn’t
any reason
for
you
to worry,
then she shouldn’t
have a problem
w ith you joining
in on the fun every now and then.
This way, she gets to know her new
friends, and still spend time with
you.
If she rejects the idea of you tagging
along, and doesn’t make an effort to see you
more, perhaps there is room for worry. Not to
say that she’s definitely cheating; she could
simply be losing interest.
Try again to tell her how you feel and if
she shows no sign of compromise, make your
self unavailable. This doesn’t mean you have
SEE ‘SHE SAID’ ON P. 11

THURSDAY00120

THURSDAY OCT. 27,2005
" « ■ ■ K M «J. V A R O A S P U B V I N G T O D A Y ’S
^
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FOR B-DÄY PARTY SPECIALS EMAIL TO: FATSOFOGARTYS@AOL.COM

SHOT GIRLS SERVING....
$1 JELLO SHOTS, $2 S0C 0+ Ü M E AND BLACK HAUS SHOTS, $4 YAGERBOMBS

P m B T C ’S

5 8 4 R I D G E R D N O R T H A R L I N G T O N , N J • W W W .F A T S O S .C O M

D A N C IN G ON T H E B A R FO R O V E R 2 6 Y E A R S '
N J'S B E E R PO N G H E A D Q U A R T E R S
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Inflation Fears Are Back & Haunting
Defining Inflation, Revealing Its Consequences And Learning to Protect
Alex W olff
A ssistan t Feature Editor

magine waking up tomorrow and seeing
the price of food, clothing, electronics
and cars sky rocket. It happened in the
1970’s when inflation ranged from 7 to 13
percent. After a survey of MSU students, it
is evident th at most know what inflation is.
“A rise in prices,” says sophomore Mike
Alsa, but only one student knew how to
measure inflation. Debbie Murawski says,
“inflation is measured by the CPI,” or con
sumer price index. The CPI is a measure
of price changes in consumer goods and
services. ■
It is crucial to keep an eye on the CPI
when considering your financial game plan.
Let us take the fast track to understand
ing inflation and how you can protect your
investments from it.
The reason why you must pay atten
tion to inflation is because it has a definite
impact on your purchasing power and there
fore, your investments. In fact, inflation is
the reason why you cannot keep your sav
ings under your m attress; your money will
actually lose value. But how much value are
you actually losing?
According to Morgan Stanley Research,
inflation has averaged a modest 2.91 per
cent since the beginning of 1990. Even so,
2.91 percent causes the dollar to lose half of
-its value in ju st 20 years.
Remember the stories your grandparents
used to tell you? Like, “Sonny, when I was
your age, J could buy a frankfurter and a can

I

of soda for a nickel! And a stick of gum was a
penny!” Well, those stories, though they are
hard to imagine, are actually true. In 1989
an issue of People Magazine was $i.95, and
in 1999 it was $2.99. That’s an increase of 53
percent.
You can do a comparison yourself between
what it used to cost to go to the movies and
what one ticket and a bag of popcorn costs
now.

“T he rea so n w hy you
m u st pay a tten tio n to
in fla tio n is b eca u se it
h a s a d efin ite im p act on
you r p u rch a sin g p ow er
an d th erefore, you r

courtesy of www.drawings.love.com

Learn to protect yourself from inflation -or face being left with worthless dollars in your
savings account.

in vestm en ts.”

Ibbotson Associates, over the past 30 years years. While investing as you are working, I
stocks have had an annual adjusted infla make sure your investments are keeping upI
tion rate of return of 8.19 percent compared with inflation. When you retire, you can beI
When considering your savings, if your to ju st 3.86 percent for corporate bonds, 3.36 certain th at the money you have saved willI
investments are not returning more than percent for long-term government bonds not depreciate in value as to lower your stan-j
dard of living.
the annual rate of inflation, you are actually and 1.50 percent for treasury bills.
You now have a better understanding ofl
2. Consider increasing the amount you
losing purchasing power over time. Here are
inflation
and how to protect your financial!
three ways to help protect your investments invest each year according to the rate of
assets.
If
you follow the three rules youl
inflation. If you were investing $1,000 a
from inflation.
will
protect
your investments and purchasing |
1. Consider investing a portion of your year and the rate of inflation tiptoes up to
power.
total assets in stocks. While no one can predict four percent, you would increase your sav
The im portant thing to remember is a dol-1
what will happen in the futtire, stocks have ings the next year to $1,040.
lar
today is not worth a dollar 10 years from I
3. Factor in the rate of inflation through
been the most effective way for investors tonow.
protect their purchasing power. According to out your working years and your retirem ent

See,Grandm a? It says cat!

£ o u n g e

*

*

T h e y P la y 'E m , Y o u S in g 'E m .
Come Down With Friends And Front A Great

LIVE BAND

SU PER KARAOKE
FUN TIME BAND
EVERV THURSDAY 11pm • NO COVER
c h o o s e a tu n e fro m a r t is t s s u c h a s :
blondie, cheap trick, joan jett, ramones, led zepplin,
madonna, howie, u2, 90 go's, eltfis costello, beatles, abba,
stray cats, sex pistols, kiss, beastie boys, ac/dc, lou reed,
¡ggy pop, johnny cash, pat benatar. and many more.
for the full song list go to: www.OtisBall.com
W e ta k e o u r s ig h t fo r g ra n te d ., .until it’s going, if glasses

Just 10 minutes from campus - easy off rt.3
go to our w e b s ite fo r d ir e c tio n s

or surgery are not enough, there is still hope. To locate an eye doctor specializing
in low vision, or for more information on living independendy with low vision,

3 7 3 B R O A D W A Y • P A SSA IC PARK, N J

973-365-0807
w w w .th e lo o p lo u n g e .c o m

call (800) 455-8006 orvisitwww.checkyearly.com/lowvision.
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Bond ETFs Are a Smart Investment
Expanding the Choices for Investors, Mutual Funds or ETFs
Erna Stummer

Staff Writer
hy should we choose to invest in
the latest fixed income exchange
traded funds, ETFs, when there
are many other securities on the market?
One of my classmates was telling me the
other day th at he is too conservative to
invest in relatively new securities such as
bond ETFs. But, in order to determine
whether it’s worth investing in fixed income
ETFs one must compare them with bonds
and bond m utual funds.
Investors consider individual bonds and
bond m utual funds (a collection of bonds)
im portant instrum ents in achieving port
folio diversification. Generally, bonds are
a low risk investment, accompanied by a
low return. These securities provide a safer

W

income because of the periodic interest pay
ments as well as capital preservation.
Bond m utual funds offer an additional
advantage to individual bonds because with
these types of securities “investors let profes
sional managers manage issues such as cred
it research and call provisions,” says Seddik
Meziani Economics and Finance Professor
at MSU. Unlike individual bonds however,
“bond funds don’t guarantee a fixed interest
payment.”
According to Meziani the recent bond
ETFs “allow investors to take a more active
approach in m anaging the fixed income
portion of their portfolios.” Why an active
approach? Different from bond m utual
funds, these combine the qualities of both
bonds and bond m utual funds, while trading
like a stock With one transaction the inves
tor can have a portfolio full of bonds with

different m aturities. Thus, diversification
is achieved, not to mention low transaction
costs. When buying bond ETFs the investor
. pays commission once instead of paying each
time when trading bonds. Also, bond ETFs
do not have high management fees like bond
m utual funds.
P rice transparency is one more advan
tage. Since ETFs trade like a stock, one can
be creative and enjoy the use of margin,
short selling and trading options. Today,
bond ETFs are available on a global basis.
Barclays Global Investors, for example, has
created ETFs th at are available in the U.S.,
Europe and Canada.

“ [B ond ETFs]
allow in v esto rs to ta k e
a m ore a ctiv e approach

Several bond ETFs are as follows...

in m a n a g in g th e fix ed
in com e p ortion o f th e ir
p ortfolios.”

□ Lehman AggregateBond Fund (AGG)
□ GS $ tnvesjop™ C o iv a te Bond Fund (LQD)
Ç^ fehm anJ -3 Yç^Treasury Bond Fund (SHY)
□ Lehman 7-10 Year Treasury Bond Fund (IEF)
□ Lehman 20+ Year Treasury Bond Fund (TLT)
□ Lehman TIPS Bond Fund (TIP)

Seddik M eziani
Economics and Finance Professor at MSU

Convinced to invest in bond ETFs? If so,
be aware of the interest rate ris k There is
an inverse relationship between the interest
rate and bond price, so when interest rates go
up, the prices of the fixed income securities
go down and vice versa. Also, fixed income
securities with longer m aturities are more
sensitive to interest rate fluctuations than
those with shorter m aturities.
Ultimately, do your homework before
investing in bond ETFs or in other types of
securities. Websites for bond ETFs are: www.
ishare.com and http://finance.yahoo.com/.
Gather all available information in order to
make the informed investment decision.

HE SAID
CONTINUED FROM R 9

together is being taken for granted and you
shouldn’t stand for that.
You have no proof th at your girlfriend has
done anything yet, so breaking up with her
now may be a bit of a rash decision. However,
she needs to know th at you realize how
much less time she is spending with you and
how much more she is spending with other
people.
Trying to fit in is a very weak excuse.
It’s not as if she would get fired for refusing
to go out to bars after work. Getting drunk
does make it easier to become friends with
someone, but it’s even less difficult to become
more than friends (at least for one night),
with someone because of alcohol.
Everyone has to have a life outside of their
significant other, and even further, it’s not
exactly fair to tell your girlfriend whom she
can or cannot be friends with. But what you
two can do is come to some sort of compro
mise. If you plan to have a strong and long
lasting relationship then tell her th at her
free time needs to be divided between you
and her friends, with her buddies getting the
shorter end of the stick.
If she isn’t willing to give up some .time
with her friends to spend it with you, it really
means th at she is willing to sacrifice what
you two have built to be with her new friends.
And if this is the case, get out now.

SHE SAID
CONTINUED FROM R 9

to break up; simply stop waiting around. Go
out w ith your friends; pick up some extra
shifts at your job; join a club. Choosing to do
this will lim it the time you spend waiting
around, storing resentment, and she’ll notice
th at you aren’t jvilling to put your life on hold
for her.
Either she’ll make more time for you and
attem pt to work on the relationship, or she’ll
continue with her ways. She realized what
she was missing when you weren’t there
waiting. If it’s the latter, it might be time to
have one of “those” conversations.
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In our world, small is big. On any given day, you can hear one of 126 languages spoken here.That's
diversity. And it's the reason we've built a rock solid reputation serving the needs of an urban
population for the last 90 years.
We’re the n e w Bamert Hospital, and we're conveniently located in Paterson's beautiful historic
East-Side Section; just off Routes 4,20,80 and the Garden State Parkway. And we're also conveniently
willing to offer you a $5,000 sign-on bonus if you’re an eligible RN. We're committed to assessing
each nurse and creating a targeted, personalized orientation The following F u ll T im e, P a r t l im e ,
a n d P e r D iem opportunities are now available for all shifts in the following departments:

■“After completing my undergraduate degree
at New Jersey City University, I went on to
the University College o f London to earn
my Master’s in International Development.
NJCU was a great foundation fo r this next
step in my education.”

NEW

Whatever personal or professional path you
choose, at NJCU you'll find dedicated
professors inspiring you to grow and to
achieve. Each of our undergraduate and
graduate programs is designed with a single
goal - your success. Visit NJCU's thriving
campus today and begin writing your own
success story.

JERSEY

CITY
T Y

I-888-441-NJCU • www.njcu.edu

j y

Registered Nurses
►
ER
►
Labor & Delivery/Nursery
1Maternity
►ICU

►In Patient Psych
►Med Detox
►
Telemetry
* Med/Surg

►OR

OPEN HOUSE ON LOCATION
* . ,t
.

« Thursday, October 27, ♦ J0am-6i30f»«a
Multi-Purpose Room
- 680 Broadway, Paterson, $ 0
-jtàjT -,
! e - . OhrSpot
1

We offer:
Comprehensive/Tailored Orientation
• $5,000 sign-on bonus (for eligible RNs)
Short commute - minutes from Rt. 80
• New rates
and Parkway
• Free parking
• Flexible hours
If you are unable to attend our Open House, please email your resume to: hr@bamerthosp.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

UMDNJ
1 1 T h fe ^ ^ B a rn e rt H o s p it a l
T h e H e a lin g C e n t e r
680 Broadway, Paterson, NJ 973-977-6683

w w w . bam erthosp. com
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1st A n n u a l
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O ctober 31 — N ovem ber 4

UNIVERSITY

Monday. October 31

Tuesday. November 1

Mock Judicial Trial
& Socratic Café
2:30 PM—4 PM

CADA W orkshop
Urne Management
10 AM —11 AM

Drop-in Center

Morehead Hall 140

CADA W orkshop
Note Taking/Listening Skills
3 PM—4 PM

Movie— Catch Me if You Can
7 PM

Morehead Hall 140

Blanton Hall

Wednesday. November 2

Thursday. November 3

Faculty Session

Promoting Academic Integrity
Featuring:Dr. Donald McCabe,
Founding President of Center
for Academic Integrity

To Turnitin.com or Not?
FacilitatedAyTodd Kelshaw,
Communication Studies
Panelists: Emily Isaacs, English
Luis Rodriguez, Associate Dean of
Ubraiy Services for Public Service
12:30 PM—2 PM
Partridge Hall 111

Session 1: Faculty Session
10 A M -1 1 A M
Student Center 419

Session 2: MSU Community
12:30 PM—2 PM
Kops Lounge (Russ Hall)

mmmm

CADA W orkshop
Stress Management/Managing
Test Anxiety
3 PM—4 PM

CADA W orkshop
Memory Strategies
11 A M -1 2 PM

Morehead Hall 140
Morehead Hall 140
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Dining Room Explodes In Fox Theater
Fusion
Disha Harjani
Feature Editor

One Olsen
O f Culture Brings New Life To G urney’sTwin
Play Can’t
Balance Life
and NYU

The world ofthe theatre is fam iliar to most
people with an aesthetic nature. However, it
intrigues only those who dare to step into
it with full force and make their m ark by
giving a stage and the seats th at face it, a
different meaning.
This past week, Susan Kemer, profes
sor and director in the Theatre and Dance
departm ent at Montclair State University,
did ju st th at with her production of A.R.
Gurney’s, The Dining Room.
The Dining Room is structured in a delib
erate manner. It is a collection of snapshots
of various upper middle class families living
in the northeastern United States WASPS
from about 1930-1980. The Dining Room,
once the center of family life, reminds us of
an era with a different sense of time, civil
ity and attention to family traditions and
rituals. The structure of The Dining Room
places the emphasis on the decline of this
pattern of life rather than a particular char
acter or family.
From the anticipating attendees walking
into Fox Theatre, there were expectations
galore. Kemer had taken some actors from
MSU’s Theatre Department to China during
the summer to run the show at the Shanghai
Theatre Academy. Rumor had it th at Chinese
actors from the Academy were brought to

courtesy of M ontclair State University

Many humorous transformations of characters garner worthy praise from tough
theater major critics.

MSU to participate in this all-American pro
duction. When the lights shone on the elabo
rate dining room set, Liu Hui and Wang Yang
Mei Zi, both seniors at the Shanghai Theatre
Academy, kicked off the play in Chinese.
This clever amalgamation of two languag
es and cultures might seem extreme to some,
considering th at the play is about the WASPS
of the northeastern United States. So how
would Chinese actors be able to relate? Little
do we know, th at the content of the play
hits home for them too. “The play focuses
on the culture 'change in the 1930s through
the 1980s, so th at includes the changing
roles of women, and the transformation from
traditional to modem,” said Kemer. “China
is going through the same revolution today,

which is why it seemed appropriate
to go through this production with
Chinese actors.” The other two actors,
besides Hui and Mei Zi, were Wu Yi
and Zhao Hai Tao. Yi, being the only
one who could understand and speak
English, was subject to many moments
of translation.
Throughout the play, the scenes
shifted from Chinese to English, some
times accommodating both languages
in one, which was interesting to watch.
The American actors spoke in English
to a fellow-actor who would reply back
in Chinese. When asked about how
SEE ‘DINING’ ON P. 14

Düngen Rocks The Bowery Ballroom
Swedish Band Mesmerizes American Crowd
M ick Watson
S ta ff Writer

D üngen
Bowery Ba room

October 2005
★ ★ ★ ★

Imagine a world where Sweden wasn’t
only known for ABBA, IKEA and Volvo’s?
Imagine a world where skinny Swedish men
wear clothes th at are too-tight, have long
hair and play loud/soft psychedelic rock ‘n’
roll songs with five-minute guitar solos and
intros th at use great rock instrum ent... the
flute, and you’re close to entering the world
of Dungen, a Swedish band purveyors of all
things prog-rock and, well, strange. Oh, and
did I mention th at all of their titanic songs
are sung in Swedish?
Dungen are a strange old thing. One
part touring band and all parts brainchild
of m ulti-instrum entalist Gustav Ejstes who,
before the release of their American debut,
wrote, recorded, produced and performed
under the moniker Dungen alone.
He allowed friends to come to his backwa
ter studio in the Swedish woodlands to add
their expertise for this latest record, thus
resulting in the mushroom-infused offer
ing “Ta Det Lugnt” (roughly translated as
“Take It Easy”). It is this m aterial th at is
plundered tonight for the unusually patient
Bowery crowd.
As the memories of support act Endless
Boogie fade with each sip of liquor (they are
as bad as the name suggests!) Dungen takes
the stage with frizzy-haired front man Ejstes
looking every inch as if he ju st transported
himself, not from a small town in Sweden,

but, from CBGB’s in the mid-70’s with regula
tion skinny tee, tight jeans and scuffed con
verse, they launched into a blistering version
of the title track of their record, then follow
with the supremely catchy “Festival”. The
hype is immediately justified. Then the flute
comes out in a moment of rock brilliance and
it doesn’t look as though the world could be

courtesy of movles.com

Swedish singer, Gustav Ejstes, looks to have
been transported from the 70’s punk scene.

better place.
v
In a world of uber-slick R&B and polished
Ashlee Simpson “rock” it is encouraging th at a
band can sell out three shows in an American
city with a fraction of the promotion costs!
Maybe MTV isn’t as powerful as one would
think!
But, problems are afoot. On their superb
album, two m inute outros and extended

instrum ental jam s are welcome and
indeed stunning but then performed
live, something ju st doesn’t work.
Songs like “Panda,” possibly the best
song of 2005, work because they have a
focus, but when it comes to extending
the brilliant-at-8-minutes-long “Du E
For Fin For Mig” to an excessive 15
minutes then we encounter problems.
The band is undoubtedly talented.
However, this kind of indulgence harks
back to the days of the overblown
70s rock noodling th at could lead to
Dungen’s downfall. Exactly how many
Grateful Dead records are sold each
year?
The band at times did remember
th at there was an audience out there
and attempted to curb their jamming
enthusiasm and get back to play swirl
ing, melodic rock music. They sang in a
language that seemed th at it couldn’t
fit any better with the sonic landscapes
and pounding drums provided by the
group.
They also have singer/everything
else, Gustav Ejstes who prowls, dances,
shakes and pulses around the stage
like a cross between Mick Jagger
(minus the leotards) and Robert Plant
in their respective primes!
Mesmerizing doesn’t even cofne
close when Ejstes lives the music by
throwing various shapes and twists.
However, to lock this visual attrac
tion behind the piano to play a five
minute outro does seem like a bizarre
decision. The audience became increas
ingly weary when the visual focus was
gone and all th at was left was hollow
riffing.
The strain was apparent as the set
SEE ‘DUNGEN’ ON P. 15

courtesy of typepad.com

Jessica Suico
A ssistan t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Mary-Kate Olsen has finally real
ized th at there is more to her 150-million-dollar life th an receiving an educa
tion at NYU.
According to the Olsen twins’ rep
resentative, Michael Pagnotta, “MaryKate Olsen has taken an approved leave
of absence from New York University I
to focus on her increasing responsi
bilities as co-president of D ualstar
Entertainm ent Group and to pursue
personal interests.”
I guess Mary-Kate failed to remem
ber th at some classes are meant to help
prepare those running companies such
as Dualstar, not to provide a distraction
from other personal interests.
One might suspect this leave is
related to health problems Mary-Kate
has had in the past. Olsen checked into
a rehab center in Utah for treatm ent of
an eating disorder and suspected drug
abuse sometime last year. But once
again, Pagnotta comes to the rescue,
denying all allegations:
“She is not reentering any kind of
treatm ent facility, or anything like
that.”
Although Mary-Kate was tam per
ing with the idea of an independent
study, she seems to have nixed the idea
for a complete leave from her major in
cuisine in favor of constant jet-setting
between Los Angeles and New York.
As for her sister Ashley, who decided
to have the more sensible major of psy
chology, no news on a leave of absence
as well. This Olsen might actually stick
with college and even graduate with a
degree.
In regards to th eir company
Dualstar, the Olsens have make major
corporate decisions th at’ll tu rn the com
pany around for the most part. MaryKate wishes to be a big part in the
transition.
According to the voice of the Olsen
twins once again, “She is passionate
about her business, she’s become very
hands-on about it,” says Pagnotta of
Mary-Kate.
If only Mary-Kate Olsen knew that
for a career such as hers, being a
cuisine major is not the wisest choice
in majors. Maybe then, if she chose a
major in Business or Economics, she
would have been sm art and decided
to go to class instead of opting to go to
the next Lakers game in LA during her
“leave of absence.”
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There’s Been A Mutiny on the Bubble
Avella’s Play Shows That Every Masterpiece Has a Beginning
th at sta rt to reflect his growing impatience.
They become self-aware and mutinous, seek
ing Phil to change and revise dialogue, plot,
character background and everything else
imaginable.
A few negative things may come to mind,
Phil battles the ego and temper of charif in only two hours the setting of a play
changes from the Confederate South, to
Brazil and then to Bangkok, all the while p 1,1,1
f
,
•,
in
rapidly weaving in and out of countless the- tS U D u lG rG IB F S tO ltS G ll
Jesse Jenkins
S ta ff W riter

atre genres and plot cliches faster than you
can say “crossover potential.” But in the case
of The Bubble, this confusion is all clearly
part of a cleverly done comedy th at pokes fun
at itself as it dissects the idea of the creative-

f T P Q i i g i r t lv d .l l d o f tG I l
1HOVGS d l o i l g ,
, .
..
_ ..
in te r r u p tin g its e lf to p o k e

Process■
.
fu n a t m e m o ry a n d
On Sept. 29, The New Cockpit Ensemble
presented the opening of The Bubble, w ritten c r e a t i v i t y , f i n d i n g
and directed by Frank J. Avella. The Bubble
,
.
,
is the tenth full play w ritten by Avella, C O m e U y i n S i m p l e
recently noted for his stage farce, IRIS.
The Bubble starts almost immediately
with interruption, as the frantic thinker and
repressed playwright, Phil (Joe Pistone) cuts
through the beginning scene, frustrated with
contempt and self-criticism. From the start
of The Bubble, Phil is uncertain of his own
ideas, rejecting some ideas as “poppycock,”
and accepting others as having “crossover
potential.”
Phil writes in, and controls, characters

C o n v e n tio n s o f W r itin g /*
______________________ _____________

acters like Quentin, Xavier, Fernanda, and
Nonna, as he fights to repress his sexuality and struggle to w rite his masterpiece,
As these characters repeatedly refuse the
young playwright’s w ritten commands, Phil
is left to reassess his life and work. Losing
control of his own thoughts, Phil m ust occasionally threaten his im aginary characters
with things like
strokes
and
meteors to keep
them in check.
The story jumps
focus to the play’s
rehearsals where
Phil, despite pro
claiming comple
tion of his w rit
ten work, once
again struggles
w ith egos and
sexual tension
betw een
the
cast and crew,
and finds him 
self editing his
work once again.
F inally
The
Bubble comes to
a place where it
courtesy of broadway.com
*
In The Bubble, Avella shows the clever balancing act of lunacy and bril- calls itself a play
liance that conies hand-in-hand with the creative process.
w ithin a play,

A RTS
8 e

E n te rta in m e n t

W rite rs
W ANTED

w ithin a play”.
At last. Phil has
to come to term s
w ith his demons
and faces the issues
he has had writing,
which stem from his
dysfunctional fam
ily. The play takes a
serious tu rn briefly,
but quickly resumes
w ith comedy, con
tinuing to recall
jokes from Phil’s pre
vious brainstorm ing
blunders earlier in
the play. The char
acters persist in cre
ating confusion until
the end. Because
of this, Phil must
continue to restrain
him self from w rit
ing a meteor into his
play to cheaply kill
off all his charac
ters.
One of Avella’s
goals in Creating
courtesy of broadway.com
The Bubble is to The protective bubble most characters inhabit to separate themcomedically explore selves from the audience is torn down with insecurity and doubt.#
the duplicity of luna
cy and creativity within the writing process.
The comedy and intelligence of The
Full of references in ju st about every medium Bubble really stems from the w riting of
in which the w ritten word is expressed, The Avella; The play successfully continues a sort
Bubble is in constant transformation (and of hyper-critical self-consciousness about it.
discusses the fact th at it is so).
At points, Bubble seems to ask for audience
From sitcom to opera, Quentin Tarantino’s participation in deciding the acceptability of
piece to A Streetcar Named Desire, Phil it’s own ideas as they spontaneously come
pretty much sums up the dizzying, flur- about. Despite the insecure attitude that
ry of theatre/literature references in The The Bubble puts across, Avella is able to
Bubble when he seemingly overloads quot- successfully convey his strong command as a
ing Shakespeare, saying, “To be...or duh”. playwright.
Bubble refers to itself frequently and often
In a way, if the scribe work of The Bubble
moves along, interrupting itself to poke fun is it’s greatest asset and can be considered to
at memory and creativity, finding comedy in be alienating at times by others. Some of the
simple conventions of writing.
humor of the play is heavily involved in the
Overall, The Bubble is extremely well realm of literature and popular culture and,
w ritten. The play itself is without heavy prop as with many projects th at reference other
work or lighting. There is not much complex- works, including elements of reflexitivity,
ity on stage. Its strength is clearly the acting The Bubble rim s the risk of losing audiences,
and strong dialogue. The cast (particularly That being said, The Bubble evolves plenty of
Pistone, Lemos and Townes), showed excel- its own comedy and m aterial from beginning
lent command of their delivery and received to end to ensure a definite degree of satisfaca good response from the audience.
tion regardless.

Prepare Yourself for What Lies Ahead

FREE
S o you think you w ant to b e a law yer... or m aybe
you're not sure. A ttend this F R E E even t to learn everything you e v er w anted to know
about the LSA T, law sch o ol adm issions, life a s a law stu d en t and m uch, m uch m ore!
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The Long and Winding Road Leads On
With New Tour, McCartney Hasn’t Lost Any Steam
Eddie Ruggieri
S t a ff W riter

After a four-year hiatus J Paul McCartney
is back across the pond touring the United
States and promoting his twentieth stu
dio album ,-“Chaos and Creation in the
Backyard.” I had the privilege of attending
a performance before McCartney concluded
his stay at New York City’s Madison Square
Garden. The tickets, which ranged in price
from $54.50 to $279.50, proved to be a small
price to put forth considering the amount of
entertainm ent received.
It’s safe to say th at Paul McCartney is,
and always will be, one of the greatest and
most influential musicians in rock and roll’s
glorious history. One of the keys to Sir
Paul’s success is the fact th at he has refusedto be defined by one singular period in h is'
life. His music has changed, evolved and
m atured from his beginnings as a member
of the Quarrymen and the early days of The
Beatles.
His new album is more mellow and melan
choly in tone, but proves to be an impressive
culmination of McCartney’s lyrical talents

courtesy of broadway.com

Paul McCartney never fails to please Madison Square Garden crowds with his new hits and
fam iliar classics.

and playing all of the instrum ents himself.
The concert, ju st under three hours long,
started out a little rocky. The opening act
consisted of a DJ playing instrum entals of
classic and contemporary McCartney songs
and outstayed his welcome by about 15 min
utes. Subsequent to this less-than-impressive showing, there was a brief documentary
on the former Beatle’s life. This proved to be
informative but unnecessary because most of
the audience probably knew about what was

sharing your
i the latest CD,
' e, or book release?
a writer for Arts and Entertainment!
Contact Jess:
9 7 3 '6 5 5 'Ç 2 4 i

MSÜArts@gmail. com

presented. The audience wanted only one
thing: Paul McCartney in the flesh.
The lights flooded the stage; McCartney
started out full-throttle w ith “Magical
Mystery Tour” followed by an energetic “Jet.”
Doing a complete 180, the legendary rocker’s
performance took a more personal turn;
the highlight being when Paul grabbed his
acoustic guitar retelling tales of how songs
like “Yesterday” and “Blackbird” came to be.
It was a moving experience.
Perhaps it’s his keen British accent or
th at endearing smile th at made it feel as
though you’d been friends with him all of
your life. Sir Paul also jokingly commented
on how his biggest hit, “Yesterday,” has
been recorded around 3,000 times by vari
ous artists including Elvis, M arvin Gay
and Ray Charles. “Each time,” McCartney
added, “They change the lyrics from ‘I said
something wrong1 to ‘I must’ve said some
thing wrong’. I don’t know, it’s gotta be a
pride thing.” He also noted th at the guitar on
which he played “Yesterday” was the same
one he had used on the Ed Sullivan Show
some 40 years ago.
W ithin th is same series of songs,
McCartney showcased some of his new works
including “Fine Line” which, in my opinion,
is his best song in years, as well as the

4 6 0 B lo o m f ie ld A v e .
9 7 3 -5 0 9 -0 0 8 3
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delightfully whimsical, “English Tea.” He
then burst into powerhouse hits like “Maybe
I’m Amazed,” “Band on the Run,” “Get Back,”
“Eleanor Rigby” and “Penny Lane,” fully
recharging the audience.
With everyone on their feet dancing in
place, McCartney broke into a staple of his
tour’s, “Hey Jude.” It was truly, in every
sense of the word, an awesome sight to
behold. He followed this up with another
emotional classic, “Let It Be.”
With one lone candle on his piano, Paul
asked the audience to remember his former
deceased band>mates, John and George, as
well as. his former wife, Linda. Paul belted
“Let It Be” out as. well as the day it was
recorded.
Continuing his well orchestrated and
never ending portfolio of hits, McCartney
held nothing back vocally in his heavy metal
hit, “Helter Skelter.” That roof-raising num
ber was only matched by his bluesy “I’ve
Got a Feeling,” and the equally impressive
“Good Day Sunshine.” This 63-year-old rock
veteran and icon clearly showed no signs of
slowing down.
It was interesting th at Paul didn’t stick to
the overplayed classic Beatles songs, rather
he showcased a huge range of hits from his
inspirational career. -After a couple of encore
presentations, a lot of guitar changes and
an outfit change or two, McCartney politely
and charmingly said, “Well, you know, at
some point you guys have got to go home.”

“I f a b oy from L iverp ool
ca n to u ch so m an y
p eop le’s liv e s an d grow
up to b e th e m o st w ealth y
m u sician , th ere’s h op e for
everyon e.”
The audience, speaking as one being, sighed
together and replied, “Noooooo,” in the hopes
th at the man on stage would do us a favor
and play ju st a few more songs.
McCartney ended the night with an
am azing compilation of “Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely H earts Club Band” and “The End.”
McCartney’s right hand men filled in for
John and George on guitar as they almost
competitively played back and forth as if they
were challenging each other to do better.
It was an amazing concert through and
through and a definite highlight of my life.
I. got more out of watching this man play on
stage than just a few hours of enjoyment,
f was truly inspired to make a career out
of what my passion is in life. If a boy from
Liverpool can touch so many people’s lives
and grow up to be the most wealthy musi
cian, there’s hope for everyone. And as the
famed lyrics go, “And in the end / The love
you take / Is equal to the love / You make.”

Last week the
Montclarion reported
the incorrect
Homecoming Queen.
Melissa Stri-gnile,
of Sigma Delta Phi,
won the competition.

www.themontclarion.org
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DÜNGEN

ARTS
C a le n d a r
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M o v ie Releases

Doom
Dir. Andrzej Bartkowiak
Starring Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson
and Karl Urban

North Country
Dir. Niki Caro

Starring Charlize Theron and
Frances McDormand
courtesy of dungen.com

Swedish rock group Dungen has potential to join the ranks of many talented psychadelic groups before them, such as Led Zeppelin and
The Rolling Stones. If only they can decide whether rock or the more Improvisational jam band technique fits their style best.

finished to muffled cheers and handclaps.
Tonight, there may have been too much sonic
majesty for a sm all venue full of drunken
people.
if Dungen are to break through and live
up to their “Next Big Thing” tag then mak

ing music for these venues needs to be a
consideration and the 10 extended jam s can
be saved for those Swedish Forests.
My advice to anyone interested in Dungen,
go buy the album NOW, it is wonderful. With
song titles as snappy as “Det Du Tanker Idag

Ar Du Imorn” and “Glomd Konst Kommer
Stundom” do I even need to say anymore?
If you’re thinking of catching them live,
then Fd recommend you wait for them to
decide whether they want to be jam band or
a rock ‘n’ roll band.
Aerosmith

ARTS

Rockin' the Joint
fgjj
111®

Pop
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Entertainment
*NSYNC

Become a

W riters
WANTED

“B A R T E N D E R ”

& Earn Extra “$ ”
While Attending School

In te re ste d
999
•

q Full Training

Certification
q Guaranteed Unlimited/ Lifetime
Job Placement Service

•

•

q

g ig ? •

Contact
Jess at:

mm

Greatest Hits

Concerts & T h e a te r
Thursday 13
Death Cab for Cutfe with Stars,
Youth Group- Hammersteln
Friday 14
Hidden in Plain View, HallfaxObsessions ,
Add MMothers Temple- Canal Room
I .* I *■ ■ - *• * I ■ H j ■ - €i
i f ' v * ^ sa m d a y ts
J ; The Eyeliners, the God Awfufs||P |^ Bloomfield Ave Cafe
.
* Soulive- Irving Plaza
Sunday 1S
Stiffldr, the M irror-The Continental
The Adicts- Stone Pony
M onday 17
Trapt- Starland Ballroom
:ream- Madison Square Garden

11M I

Call NOW!! (973)-744-2525

MSUArts
@gmail.com
9 7 3 .6 5 5 .5 2 4 1

Tuesday 19
Senses Fail, Saves The Day, Early
November, Emanuel- Irving Plaza

W ednesday 19
OK GO- Irving Plaza
AZakk Wylde's Black Label Society. Nokia Theatre Time Square

www.themontclarion.org
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Director’s Plan to Thrill Succeeds
Foster Picks Up Another Maternal Role In Flightplan
Jessica Havery
A rts & E n te rta in m e n t E d ito r

F lig h tp la n
Oir. Robert Schwentke
Starring; Jodie Foste;.
Peter Sarsgaurd ina
Sean Bean

★

★

★

Stop me if you’ve seen this movie before.
Jodie Foster plays a character who is search
ing for, or protecting, a family member.
Nothing new, right?
In Flightplan, Foster plays Kyle P ratt,
an overly cautious mother taking a transAtlantic flight with her daughter after her
husband’s untimely death. Worn out, Kyle
and her daughter fall asleep on the doubledecker plane. When she awakes to find that
her daughter is missing she begins a thor-

courtesy of movies.com

Foster picks up another role, sim ilar to her character is Panic Room, as a cautious mother
in Flightplan.

ough sweep of the plane’s compartments.
The frantic mother is calmed by the idea
th at a child can’t disappear in mid-air, but
throughout the movie she begins to consider
th at, perhaps the aircrew is right, and the
girl died in the accident along with her hus
band.
She spends 90 percent of the film search
ing the plane for her daughter, questioning
her sanity and attem pting to prove her
husband’s death was accidental, rather than
suicide.
Foster’s performance as the frantic
mother is nearly flawless, and should be
since she’s played this character before. Her
acting almost allows the audience to read
her thoughts as flip-flopped from logical
thoughts to the edge of insanity.
While Foster is still waiting for someone
to tell her she’s been type-cast and she needs
to choose a new role, the film had its perks.
The flight crew did a terrific job at throw
ing the audience off any attem pt at figuring
out the plot line. Their matter-of-fact atti
tudes and defensive accusations th at Kyle
may actually be crazy tugs the audience from
one assumption another.
Director Robert Schwentke did a good job
keeping the audience in constant wonder by
tossing up numerous theories about how the
film would end. Is her daughter dead? Is she
simply having a hallucination? Has she been
adm itted to a psych ward?
Schwentke took full advantage of a set
that, I imagine, not many could work with.

To have such an elaborate plot line play
out in a two-level jet requires some creative
genius on the director’s part.
When the movie slides into action mode
during the second half, the action picks up
but the reality level drops. An im portant part
of a movie for any viewer is whether or not
he or she could relate to the character and
Schwentke didn’t quite meet th at expecta
tion.
While Foster’s performance was just a
little too sim ilar to Panic Room, and the
director slipped up ju st a bit, the film’s end
ing made up for the other lackluster quali
ties.
It’s been a while since a movie’s ending
boggled my mind quite like this, and I’d put
up with another version of Foster’s m aternal
characters to be surprised like th at again.
Perhaps it isn’t the best $10 investment, but
it’s a nice rental.

courtesy of movies.com

Foster covers every inch of her plane’s cabin
in search of her daughter that went missing
mid-flight.

DINING
CONTINUED FROM R 13

NORTH JERSEY FERTILITYASSOCIATES, U.C
Mark X. Ransom, MD

57 W illowbrook 8lvd.
W ayne, New Jersey 07470
Tel: 973-754-4055
Fax: 973-754-4058

L O O K IN G F O R E G G D O N O R S
EARN $7000.00 BY
COMHEIING ADONOR CYCLE.
N orth Jersey F ertility A ssociates, L L C iss seeking egg d o 
nors o f all ethnic backgrounds betw een 21-32 years o f age.

EGO DONORS HELP GIVE
lNFERmE.COUFLES THE
GREATEST GIFT OF LIFE-A CHILD.
C andidates m ust b e N ew Jersey residents. Please send a pho
to including your nam e, address and day-tim e phone number.

AFTERTHE DONOR HAS COMFLEIED
HER CYCLE, THEYWILL BE PAID
$7000.00
Please contact our office for m ore inform ation on our egg
donation program at 973-754-4055.
A sk to speak to our nursing staff.

they trained for scenes like that, Yi replied,
“We were given two scripts, one in English
and one in Chinese. We would then rehearse
the scenes w ith the American actors and pay
attention to the cues by listening closely to
how they sound.” Not only did they have to
listen, they also had to think about what the
other person is saying in the other language
in order to really feel the emotion and make
their reaction genuine. One of their exer
cises included picking a topic and speaking
about it in gibberish with each other so as to
reveal a message through body language and
sharpen their non-verbal skills.
Needless to say, when all this effort has
been put in a show, the idea for which
originated four years ago, it was bound to
be a success. The cast of ten performed a
play of approximately 50 characters, and
each change of character, though obvious,
was believable. It was evident th at the
four actors from China represented a better
physical technique than our actors. “Actors
here take the more natural approach,” says
Yi. “They represent the internal connection,
while we display our objectives and actions
through physical exaggeration.” The control
they had over their bodies was astonish
ingly articulate, which bode well for the nonChinese-speaking audience.
The most amusing part of the play was
when actors played characters of different
ages. In Act one, a birthday party scene
required actors to play roles of excited little
children. The physical work in th at scene
was magnificent as 20-24 year olds altered
their state of minds, and completely trans
formed their bodywork to fit th at of a little
child. W hat the audience appreciated was
th at the actors did not take the normal,
cliched approach to their characters and
decided to give each child a different per
sonality. Jon Hoche, senior BFA Theatre
major is often typecast as the older, m ature,
father-figure character. In this scene how

ever, he portrayed a nervous, geeky-looking
child with a peculiar temperament almost
creepy. The audience’s applause reassured
him of his brilliant (and hilarious) approach
to the scene. The scene was' followed by
the Grandpa and Nick scene where Hui’s
transformation into an old grandfather and
Mei Zi’s transformation into an old maid was
definitely worthy of praise.
The American actors got their share of
cross-cultural experience as senior Sean
Pilkington did the climactic ‘Father and Son’
scene with Hui while speaking in Chinese.
Pilkington described the learning and per
forming in Chinese as a great experience.
In China, he worked with a translator who
sat with him after rehearsals and worked
through the script. “You really have to
comprehend and feel what they are saying in
Chinese, because listening only gets you to
the point of entrance and exit,” he said.
A challenge for the American actors in
China dealt with theatre etiquettes. “There,
the audience can talk to each other, answer
cell phones, and take photographs during the
show, whereas here, one has to be completely
silent.” He adds by saying, “The language
barrier caused for a bit of confusion because
jokes are hard to get.” Despite all the chal
lenges, Ashley Sampson, senior BA Theatre
major described the experience as “the best
acting experience ever. It taught me to make
my character work more specific.”
All in all, The Dining Room was defi
nitely targeted towards a theatrically savvy
audience th at is aware and open to different
ways of expression and appreciates a non-traditional approach to theatre. The play was
acclaimed for its incorporation of two differ
ent cultures to portray one, while creatively
revealing the playwright’s message. The
four Chinese actors are now back in their
homeland, rehearsing fo r'a production of a
Chinese Folk Tale and Anton Chekhov’s The
Cherry Orchard - in Chinese of course.
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Bring this ad and g et a fre e accessory w ith a n y purchase

With Campus Connect you:
Keepyourok^mmifcer '*

JH |

Get your money back if you need to cancel an existing plan
Charge the plans to your student bill no credit checks
PIC phones are 550 (5200 in stores) and the plans
I

are up to 30% cheaper than stores.
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Stone Hall Child
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¿ M O N T C L A I R STATE U N IV ER SITY

I U n iv e r s itv
I A dvancem ent

I C a r e e r D e v e lo p m e n t

| C e n te r

A n n u a l A lu m n i & Stu d en t
C a r e e r F a ir !
When: November 7th, 2005 from 3pm to 7pm
Where: SC Ballrooms
• A variety of Full time, Part Time, and Internship positions are
available ffojn top employers. To view employers that are attending,
please go to http://www.collegecentral.com/msualumnistudentfair/.
• Professional attire is expected.
• Bring copies of your resume! Resume tips are available at:
http://www.montclair.edu/careerservices/JobHuntingResume.html
• Open to students and alumni from all majors.
Sponsored by Alumni Relations (http://www.montclair.edu/AlumniA~and
the Career Development Center (http://www.montclair.edu/careerservices/)
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H Buffalo Wir
Served with ceiery and bleu cheese.
Six-425 Twehe-6.95 Eighteen-9.75
| 50 Piece Tray - 25.00 100 Piece Tray-45.00

STARTERS&SOUPS
?! The Best French Fries- 2.75
With cheese - 325

Potato Skins-5.95

Chicken Fingers
Five all white meat cKaen fingers
with honey mustard sauce-625

-495

5-325

Mucho Nachos

Mozzarella Sticks -4.50

Crispy tortilla chips covered with chiii, cheese,
diced tomatoes, jaiapenos and onions-5.95

Hummus With Pita Points-3.75

Chicken Quesodilfas

Baba ganoush With Pita Points -425

fire roasted chicken, mozzarella cheese jalapeno
peppers and sauteed mushrooms - 6.50

Fresh Soups Daily
24oz.-4.75 16oz. -325

GOURMETSAiADS
Caesar Salad
Crisp romaine lettuce, croutons, tossed
m our special Caesar dressing.
Regular-7.95 Had Portion - 5.95
bacon, cucumbeceom and tmons
atop mixed sèàsonaTgreens.
Regular - M l JBatf.Portion - 6.95

Spinach Saiad
Fresh tend» spinach leaves, crumbled
bleu cheese; sliced egg, tomato; mushrooms,

le, peanuts,
jfuri green?
p jteg u fe |y9 ffi Half Portion - 6.95

Regular-7.95 Half Portion - 5.95

Greek Salad
Crisp romane lettuce; feta cheesy

Mesculun Salad ]-

Item-IJpm
7 DaysaWeek!

¡»Topped with fresh melon
~~ and grilled dtkken breast ~
Regular-9.95

stuffed grape leaves tossed in our greek dressing.
Regular-7.95 Half Portion-5.95
^

Mixed Seasonal
Greens House Salad

H aiffartiftlM M ? ? : - ^

Open For Breakfast

Regdar-5.95 Half Portion-355

. , ; _________ Call aheadior speedy pidcup service------- i____
of the above salads - 2.00 extra

i _ I ___ ^

We accept all major credit cards!
r

Basic Burger - 3.75
You tel! us whatkindofcheese-425

Bacon Burger-4.50
Bacon Cheeseburger-4.95
Pizza Burger4.50
Chili Cheeseburger -4.95

$ Mom's Cheesesteak

f-5.75

Turkey dub
With crisp bacon, lean turkey;

Grilled Veggie Wrap

Chicken Souvlaki Wrap
feta dieese onions and shredded lettuce-5.95

f Chicken Caesar Wrap

Cuban Pulled Pork Panini - 5.95

on a hoagie roii - 5.95

Roast Beef Panini
Hot roast beef with melted American cheese,
onion, lettuce and light mayo-5.95

Grilled Chicken BIT Panini
Grilled chicken, crisp bacon, lettuce aid tomato - 5.95

Eobyback R ife
Comes w ith French fries

HOTDiGGITYDOGS

- -atéfafiiefrfeadr"~
Full ra d -18.50 j
Half ra d - 12.50

Charbroiled Texas Wieners.
Cai! fot our daily iistings
for Mom's home cooked

^psdrand'dessertsr'-

CHICKEN BREAST
SANDWICHES
Marinated and grilled just right
Add French fries to any sandwich - 2.00

BIT
Bacon, lettuce and tomato - 3.95

Charbroiled Salmon with at^
above salads - 3.00 m i

Loaded with zucchini, mushrooms,
carrots, onions and peppers - 4.75

Grilled chicken, romaine lettuce and croutons
tossed in our creamy Caesar dressing - 5.95

Phiily cheese s te s i |
with caramelized onions,

Fresh mozzarella, roasted
peppers a id basil - 4.95

SANDWICH
CLASSICS

'

MOM'SWRAPS&PANINI$

BURGERBUNCH
Our 9 ounce charbrofled burgers are served
on a toasted sesame bun, lettuce, tomato,
cole slaw and pidde included.
Turkey or Veggie Burger also available
Add fries to any of the below-2.00

Creamy Italian, Raspberry Vinaigrette,

IliousaHidlsIaHuCtbw

California Classic
Grilled chicken breast with lettuce; .
tomato and avocado - 5.95

Plain-1.95 With Sauerkraut-2.10
With Chili-225

KID'SMEALS

Includes French fries, small drink and a cookie 3.75 each.

Grilled Cheese

Chicken Fingers

Hot Dog

4 oz. Burger

SWEETTREATS
f Mom's Cheesecake- 2.95

BEVERAGES
Fountain Drinks

lettuce and tomato-5.95

Grilled Chicken Club

Pound Cake-1.50

Roast Beef

Grilled chicken breast lettuce; tomato;
crisp bacon and cheese - 5.95

Apple Pie-1.50

Coffee or Tea -1.00

Brownies-1.50

Spring Water -1.50

Saved hot or add with mayo or gravy - 5.75

ChunkyWhite Chicken Salad - 4.95
Tuna Salad
Solid white tuna-4.95

Grilled Cheese-2.95
With tomato-3 2 5 With bacon-42 5

Grilled Chicken
With fresh mozzarella and roa

uette
peppers-5.95

€ Open Faced Chicken Souvlaki
Grilled marinated chicken chunks on pita bread.
Served with a side Greek salad - 6.95

Cookies -1.50
Carrot Cake - 2.95
Fresh Fruit Salad-2.95

Large-1.75 Medium-1.55 Small-125

Snapple-1.50
Soda
20 oz. bottle -1.50
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Karen Frankfort I The Montclarion

Like a senile grandfather, we all understand that Montclair
State University has its occasional slip-ups and mistakes. In the
past, their previous faults included the massive overbooking of res
idents, forcing the use of hotels, their decision to begin major con
struction projects before replacement parking was made available
and the lack of maintainance in several of the campus buildings, to
name a few But all of these pale in comparison to the lastest MSU
gaffe, one that puts over 9,100 students at serious risk.
That the school allowed the social security numbers of these
students to be published online for almost five months is a blun
der on an incomprehensible level. As a reminder, one’s SSN is
extremely sensitive information; should this number fall into the
wrong hands, it could mean the destruction of one’s credit In
essence, a person could assume another’s identity, leading to all
kinds of potential problems.
The school is refusing to release the name of who is responsible
for this, claiming that the case is ‘under investigation.” Of course,
it !*eeins that virtually all of the cases mentioned every week in the
police blotter are also ‘under investigation,’ but only in the rarest
of cinmnst.muw is any progress ever made. The school is shying
away from the ba-ic accountability that students are rightly ask
ing for. which means that if someone is having problems with their
credit, they don't have an individual to blame.
This story is remarkable in regards to the ease in which this
information was attainable; the fad that an MBIT student was
able to stumble upon his most personal data by simply entering his
name on GoogIe.c</m is startling. Also, how did MSU fail to notice

“ ... [th is] is a b lu n d er on a n

Board
Chantal Gabel
Disha Harjani
Koren Frankfort
Jessica Havery
Karl d e V rie s
M ik e Johnson
D om inique W ilson
Luis Rosario
Koren Frankfort
Luis’Rosario

Writers and Contributors
Jesse Jenkins, Eddie Ruggieri, M ick Watson,
Rachel Britten, Derek Lewis, M ichael Egan,
Erna Strummer, Dr. Rob Gilbert, Shayna Jacobs

in com p reh en sib le level.”
Advisor
Laura Federico

this for five months? Had this been the SSN of President Susan A.
Cole, surely that mistake would have been corrected immediately
Outside media sources, from the Channel -5 News (WNYWi, to
Newsweek and The Star-Lodger have all been reporting on this
story, meaning that it is both of local, state and national interest.
The school’s response to the affected students? An insincere email,
designed to politely placate those abused by the University's aloof
ness The school didn't even bother to send out a physical, formal
Maybe that’s because they know that if they were to do so,
they'd be alerting the parents of MSU students, who pay money to
send their sons and daughter» here As a first response, all stu
dents should speak to their parents immediately and inform them
of MSLTs culpability They should also be sure to review their
credit history to make ->ure no suspicious activity has occurred.
As the student watchdog group The Montclarion was estab
lished to lie, this newspaper demands that the administration
provide an identity as to who'» responsible for this If MSU ha»
any shred of integrity they will reveal tins as soon as possible
This personal security breach is more than just a simple mistake
by MSU; thi» is aa outrage of the highest order.
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The M ontclarion is a Class One organization of the
Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State
University. Published weekly, except during examina
tions, summer and w inter sessions, The M ontclarion is
funded by student fees distributed by the SGA and by
incoming advertising revenue. The view s expressed in
the Opinion section, w ith the exception of the Main
Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The
M on tcla rio n . The first edition of The M ontclarion,
then named The Pelican, w as published on November

28, 1928.

Divorces Lacking In Sense o f Duty
Is Divorce Simply The Means To An End, Or Is It The Easy Way Out Of Marriage Difficulties?
It seems these days like more m arried
couples are calling it quits. The divorce rates
are rising and this poses thé question as to
whether these couples
are giving up too eas
ily. A relationship takes
a lot of effort. When it
ends, is it because there
is no possible way too
reconcile, or is it because
we want the easy way
out?
RACHEL
Some may argue th at
BRITTEN
it shows “weakness” for
COLUMNIST
a couple to divorce, but
others may say divorce
is a sign of an individual’s strength. It is no
secret th at ending a relationship is hard and
painful. Should they stick it out, even though
it will be tough, or end the relationship and
face the challenges of being alone and miss
ing each other?

Statistics compiled by Dr- Robert Hughs
Jr. of the University of Missouri-Columbia,
show th at about 20 divorces per 1000 women
over the age of 15, take place every year in
the US. The divorce rates have now slightly
decreased from the all-time high of 23 divorc
es per 1000 women in the 1970s, yet they still
rem ain high.
Hughs gives his reasoning for the high
divorce rates by stating th at men and women
don’t need to rely on each other for economic
survival as much as they used to and that
men and women don’t fully relate sexual
activity with having children.
Also, there seems to be a new celebrity
couple ending their m arriage everyday and
this may affect the way we view relationships
subconsciously. It is as if the commitment
were as disposable as a piece of trash. People
seem to be giving up more easily and tak
ing the easy way out with divorce, but then
again, is it really the easy way out?

Some may see getting a divorce as being
the more courageous action. Divorcees face the
challenge of being alone and living life without
the comfort of their significant other. They also
face the troubles of who gets the ownership of
the property, child custody (if applicable), and
dispersal of the other possessions.
Divorce should only be done as a last resort
solution in a desperate situation. M arriage is
sacred and shouldn’t be taken lightly. I think
th at most m arital problems can be worked out
with time and effort. W hether the problem is
th at someone has . cheated, money problems,
substance abuse or the couple ju st plainly
doesn’t get along, there can be a way to get
through hardships without turning to your
lawyer.
My mother and father have been able to stay
m arried for twenty-eight years and counting.
By no means is their m arriage perfect, but they
have always been able to work out their prob
lems. They have remained strong, even in the

worst of times for the sake of their family.
I believe th at if kids are a factor in
a m arriage, then a couple should try to
resolve their hardships, except if the chil
dren are the ones being h u rt by one of the
parents. My parents are two strong indi
viduals who struggled to keep their mar
riage together and have succeeded. They
are now living a happy life after working
through turbulent years.
In today’s world, people seem to want
instant gratification, but nothing is easy.
M arriages and relationships take time.
They shouldn’t be something that one
jumps into quickly; they also require a
lot of work People need to stay strong
through whatever they are going through
in order to get fulfillment in thé end.
R a c h e l B ritte n , a C o m m u n ica tio n s m ajor,
is in h e r fir s t y e a r a s a c o lu m n ist fo r

The Montclarion.
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Irresponsible Celebs
With Racy Reputations
C o d e o f E th ic s E x a m in e d I n W a k e O f V ik in g s I n c i d e n t
Athletes from the National Football the tendencies of teenage girls to dress more
League’s M innesota Vikings franchise promiscuously and to lose their virginity at
were allegedly involved in a sex party on a earlier ages. Watching Spears throw herself
yacht sailing on Lake at men, claiming to be a “slave," along with
M innetonka.
It has all the other singers who have lyrics such
been said th at there are as these, have desensitized the youth of
photos and eyewitness America to sex.
It has been said th at the final onus should
testimony to prove the
allegations. The pen be put on the parents of these children. But
alties will come in the in this age of satellite television, internet
form of fines, but to play surfing and cell phones, it is literally impos
ers who make millions sible for a parent to monitor what their child
JOSE
of dollars every year, a is listening to. and watching at all times.
ORT,z
$5,000 fine is nothing Even.if they use the V-Chip, there is still the
M AN AG IN G
,,
,
vT
EDITOR
more than a slap on the radio. If they don’t own a radio, a television
or a computer, you can rest assured th at one
— ——------- —- wrist.
In the past 25 years, we’ve, seen ste of their classmates will own these things
roid discussions in congress, Kobe-Bryant and can keep the sheltered child up to date.
accused of rape, Mike Tyson convicted of Some of the blame can be placed on the par
rape, Lawrence Taylor, Doc Gooden, and ents for purchasing these revealing clothes,
Darryl Strawberry all strung out on cocaine, but even the strictest of guardians would be
and have heard racist remarks from John fighting a losing battle.
Athletes and celebrities need to be held
Rocker. To say that these incidents haven’t
influenced the youth of America and their to a higher standard of behavior and should
perceptions of the modern American athlete be punished more severely when they fail to
is like saying th at 9/11 had no affect on air meet the standard. They traded, privacy for
fame and fortune, so their actions are not
port security.
Years ago NBA Hall of Famer, Charles only seen by more people, they also affect
Barkley, said that he wasn’t a role model, more people.
I understand th at they are human beings
and th at he didn’t want to be. The problem
is th at whether he wanted to be one or not, and are subject to make mistakes just like
children around the country still looked at the rest of us. But they aren’t living the
him as one, especially if they wanted to be a same lifestyle as everyone else, and should be
basketball player. Celebrities are role models judged accordingly. Life im itates art; if sing
for many of the people th at have made them ers were to put on some more clothes, and
athletes were a bit more selective about what
as famous as they are.
It’s not only th at children from elemen they did in their personal lives, I believe
tary school through college look up to these th at it would lead to better m oral values for
athletes as role models. Every time one of America’s youth.
these scandals comes out, it puts a scar on
the players, the team and the sport. ■Every Jose Ortiz, an English major, is in his first year
time someone thinks of any professional as M anaging Editor for The Montclarion.
team sports, they think of young, spoiled
athletes.
The problem is th at these leagues are
taking players th at are too young and are
giving them way too much money. If you put
$18 million in a teenager’s bank account, he’s
going to do things like throw sex parties and
do drugs. Why wouldn’t he? There is noth
ing but time and money in an athlete’s life.
If you combine those two, you are left with
young men looking to find a way to spend
$10,000 in eight hours after practice ends.
I’m sure we could all think of ways to spend
it.
j
Celebrity role models aren’t only found in
the world of sports, they are all around us on
television, radio and in movies. The hip-hop
world has degenerated in the past decade
by allowing, and practically glorifying, the
objectification of women. Almost every rap
per in syndication has at least one video in
which he makes women look like gold dig
gers, appear promiscuous and/or cheap.
Rapper Lil’ Kim, who is currently incar
cerated, claims in one of her songs, “I got the
magic clit, if I can get licked once, I can get
licked twice.” In another part of the song she
claims to be able to fit an entire soda can in
her mouth. In the remix she says She can get
a two-liter bottle down her throat. No one
needs more than one guess as to what she
might be implying.
In the song “Chicken Head,” by Three 8
Mafia, the artists (if you can call them that)
make chicken noises, calling the girls in their
video chicken heads and making fun of it.
So when a 15-year-old kid calls his female
classmate demeaning names, who are we to
blame? i
It doesn’t end with rap; pop stars such
as Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera and
M ariah Carey have helped feed this era of
excessive - female objectification, adding to
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Statistic
of the
Week

9,100
The amount
students’ social
security numbers
that were released
online by MSU
^ ____________ r*r
courtesy of krtcampus.com
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The 2005 Gubernatorial Race Has Been One of Mudslinging, Not Ideas
With Election 2005 around the comer,
the usual sights and sounds of a gubernato
rial race are visible everywhere across New
Jersey this year: politi
cians waving to crowds
of supporters, volun
teers scram bling to
register voters and get
them to the polls, and
Mjc./.'
the fam iliar array of
hot political topics and
opposing viewpoints.
But nowadays, no
KARL
DE VRIES
campaign would be
OPINION EDITOR
complete without the
sm earing and scorchedearth media ads designed not to promote the
candidates who are paying for them, but to
tear down their opponents in an attem pt to
boost their popularity at the expense of the
other guy.
In New Jersey, both candidates, Democrat
Jon Corzine and Republican Doug Forrester,
are spending more money on this campaign
than has ever been spent in a N.J. election
(nearly $45 million combined as of last week),
all the while bashing each other as the gap
in thè polls between the two decreases and
the election date draws within three weeks.
Forrester, in a recent radio ad, refers to
Corzine as a “tax-happy liberal” several times
while criticizing his Congressional record.
It’s true th at Corzine did back several
referendums while serving in. the Senate
th at would increase taxes according to the
Bergen Record, such as bolstering Iraq vet
erans’ benefits by $2.7 billion (a bill that
was defeated) as well as increasing taxes on
the nation’s wealthiest citizens in order to
help pay for the war (another bill th at was
defeated).
As for Uberai, Corzine was one of the
23 senators who opposed the war in Iraq
when the proposal came before Congress in
October of 2002, although the gap between
those backing the war in Congress these
days is surely much less than it was three
years ago. It’s not much of a stretch to call
Corzine a liberal, even if his tax-hike pro
posals are in the name of worthy and just
causes.
Meanwhile, Forrester champions him
self as a tax-slashing candidate, despite
the fact his proposed 30 percent tax reduc
tion on homeowners caters prim arily to the
wealthy, as his plan would mostly benefit
those already making more than $200,000.
Fingerpointing aside, both men have engaged
in a war of image and “values” over the last
few months.
While campaigning for Senate in 2000,
Joanne, then Corzine’s wife, was a steady
fixture alongside him on the campaign trail.
She would have probably been included this
year as well had it not been for the couple’s
divorce in 2003.
Since then, Corzine has been the bachelor
candidate, while Forrester has been heav
ily promoting his family to go along with
his “family values” theme, pasting them
alongside him on billboards across the state.
Corzine makes Uttle mention of his three
children, excluding them from the proceed
ings. However, his campaign alleges th at
Forrester is subversively suggesting th at a
family m an makes for a better candidate
than a single father.
The two men also play the guilt-by
association game: during President George
W. Bush’s reelection campaign last year,
Forrester was one of the President’s biggest

“W hat th is a ll b o ils d ow n to is a b lu rrin g o f th e rea l

Q u e stio n o f
The W eek
D o you fe e l co n fid en t th a t
M SU is ta k in g adequate
and necessary m easures
to p ro te ct yo u r personal
inform ation?
Na t a s h a
EANES

issu e s o f th is cam p aign ; rath er th a n p rom otin g
th em selv es, th ey are tra d in g p ot sh o ts w ith each

Yean Sophomore
Major: Elementary
Education

other. T h is red u ces th e electio n n o t to a ‘b e st m an for
th e job’ d ecisio n , b u t a ‘w h ose n ot th e w orst m an for
th e job’ ch oice.”
cash contributors, his party alliance sum
moning him to aid the nation’s top public
official.
Fast forwarding to this year, Corzine has
gone out of his way to paint Forrester as a
closely-related crony of the President, whose
approval rating has been steadily declining
in the wake of the unpopular war in Iraq and
the lackluster federal response to Hurricane
Katrina.
The American people are growing weary
of the Bush adm inistration, and the aim of
the Corzine campaign is to seat Bush and
Forrester side-by-side in the consciousness of
the N.J. voter. This is done in hopes th at the
sagging support of the President translates
into votes for the Democratic would-be gover
nor.
Of course, Forrester has countered this
by linking Corzine with former N.J. gover
nor Jim McGreevy, whose adm inistration
went down in flames due not only to his
disclosed homosexuality, but by his decision
to appoint his lover as the head of New Jersey
Homeland Security, a post he was grossly
unqualified for. So far, Corzine has experi
enced more success in his attacks against
Forrester using Bush than his opponent has
using McGreevy.
W hat this all boils down to is a blurring of
the real issues of this campaign; rather than

th at email, no I do
n o t.... it’s still not s a fe ?
promoting themselves, they are trading pot
shots with each other. This reduces the elec
tion not to a “best m an for the job” decision,
but to a “whose not the worst man for the job”
choice. New Jersey is a heavily-populated
state th at requires strong leadership, and
yet neither candidate has chosen to take the
moral route and advertise themselves.
This is nothing new, and my opinion is
ju st another lam ent in the world of 21st cen
tury politics. But it would be nice to actually
see the candidates for who they really are
and what they really believe, beyond the
political prestige and makeup they portray
themselves under.
In the end, both of them have sim ilar
backgrounds, being th at they are two very
rich white guys who are vying for the same
position in office. As the election nears, it
becomes harder and harder to distinguish
the two and make a balanced decision on
Election Day.
Regardless of the outcome, the shots have
been fired and retaliations are to be expect
ed; but when I go to the polls this Nov. 8, it
will be with thè sincere hope th at I am voting
for a man I tru st, whose policies and ideals
best suit mine.
Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his second
year as Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.

So you complain
about campus,
about the government,
about the world?
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M O LONEY

M ajor Finance

dai* should change
your ID. number

PHILLIP 1
CASTELLI
Year: Junior '
Major: Finance

“Not really, it think
Social security num
bers to identify students and be more
careful whan putting people’s inform a
tion on th e internet* “

ANDRIAN
CONCEPCION
Year: Junior
Major: Business

' “The University , ’
does not take
| adquate m easures
g there are insufficient safeguards to
‘ prevent such exploitation of sensitive :
M ATTHEW
ALAM O
Year: Sophomore
Major; Business

“No, I really do not
feel comfortable
putting my social
security number on the computer or
saying it aloud all over campus.”

W h a t differen ce have you madeT-

HOLLY BOHN
Year: Junior ;
Major: Education

O
W

p in io n
r it e r s

fN a. I don’t In
some of my classes
we have to use our
social security num
bers on our tests as our names. I don’t
think th at’s ve*y safe* '
JOSEPH

SIARDlNA

W

a n t e d

Year; Freshman
Major; Economics/

Interested?
Email:
MSUOpinion@gmaiLcom

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The M ontclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's
name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline:
Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair
State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.

“N om atterw hat 1
m easures are taken, them ifthey truly want to. However, I
am confident th at the University is doing
can
Question o f the Week opinions are views
■expressed by the students o f M óntciaír State
University, and are not necessarily the views
ofThe Montclarion.
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Eats flies. Dates a pig. Hollywood star.

LIVE YOUR DREAMS Pass It On.
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www.forbetterlife.org
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Child Care Wanted
A fter school child care needed. 3:15
- 6:15 M - F. 2 really nice children
ages 8 and 10. M ontclair area. Help
w ith hom ework and light cooking.
M ust have ow n car. (973) 228-9649.

M ontclair fam ily seeking responsible
college student to drive 13 y/o girl
to/from lesson 3 days/wk (mon/tues/
wed) 3:30 - 6:30 P.M. Call Karen
(973) 746-3956.

A fter school help needed. Pick up
10-yr-old girl from school, help with
homework. M ust have excellent
references and a car. 3 P.M. to 6 P.M.
5 days a week. $13 per hour. Call
(201) 757-3667.

Babysitter needed. Nice M ontclair
fam ily; 2:30 - 7:30 P.M. M - F (some
flexibility); car necessary; $12.00/
hour. (973) 509-7154.

Babysitter needed In Up. M ontclair
home three afternoons a week. 3
P.M. - 6:30 P.M. 11 and 8-yr-old.
M ust drive. $14 per hour. (201) 3964499.

Health club Upper Montclair. Front
desk/floor help. Nights and week
ends. Fax resume w ith tim es and
days available. (973) 233-0840.
Attn:Tom.

Babysitter flexible schedule, about 8
hours per week. 2 girls, ages 4 and
10. Refs, ow n transportation. Near
MSU. Com petitive hourly rate. Call
(973) 239-0131.

Immediate part-time openings avail
able fo r MSU students interested in
w orking w ith children 6 weeks to 5
years old in nursurey school setting.
Call Lorraine at (973) 744-5905 fo r
interview.

Looking fo r warm, loving, part-time
babysitter fo r m y 14-month-old son.
2 afternoons a week plus occasional
weekend evenings. M ust have own
transportation and provide refer
ences. (973) 509-9128.*

Help Wanted

Wanted piano teacher fo r 10-yearold novice, twice a week, our home
in Montclair. Call Paul or Fiona at
(973) 783-9749.

The M o n tcla rio n is looking fo r Copy
editors w ho know how to use a
comma, photographers able to work
weekends and a Feature editor. Email MSUmanaging@gmail.com.

$10 per Hour
or M ORE!
N e e d extra c a s h ?
R e g is te r F R E E
for jo b s n e a r
c a m p u s or hom e.
stud en t-sitters.co m

F iv e or m o re
su n b u rn s

* * * * **★ ★ *★ *★ *★ ★ * * * * * * *

Wednesday, Oct 26th
11 am-2pm
SC Ballrooms

d o u b le y o u r risk
o f d e v e lo p in g
s k in ca n ce r.

**' 1938
% MA,o^
P r o t e c t y o u r s k in .
w w w .a a d .o rg • 888 .462 .DERM

★

■
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* Positions Available immediately *
*
for Mad Scientists.
*

*

■. * * * * * * * * *

5

* Ma4 Science o f North Central New .Jersey *
* is currently looking for studente to work J
*1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes*
* to kids. Excellent pay-inclu4ing training!! J

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
★

J
★
£

*

PQ Y q u ;
* Love Working with chi!4reni
* Have full-time access to a cart
* Have an outgoing personality/

*
★
*
★
★
*
★
*

if you answere4 yes to these guestions, *
★
give us a call at C973) 244-1880
*
an4 set up an interview.
*

★

Spioni If:
NewStudentCxperienoe
CenterferAcademicAdvisingI AdultLearning
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T h e F am ily M o n ster by jo s h Shalek

/April 20 - May 20Ì
Previously shy nr withdrawn friends may now
Jiscuss deeply personal issues Declarations of
love, private romantic promises or family dis
ruptions are highlighted over the next 12 days

i G e m in i S
Group social dynamics may this week may
be dramrtuc or emotional] v restless After
Monday, expect the previously withheld criti
cisms of now friends to finally be expressed
Kelt on humor and witty exchanges: at pres
ent, anxious companions may need distrac
tion._________________________________

>€ C a n c e r >€
(June 21 July 22)

Employmeij|J|rfinancial negotiations may soon
lie temporarily delayed Ovei the next lour
inys lenoaich new .solutions foi unreulislic
i intrarts Some Cancerians may now need I«
ihallengi long-trusted employment or biwii.ess met hod« Ifni, expect rat .«-.-ìi-innci from
.u!league'- group opinion will now- be .'ilem.lv
working m vnur iavor

•ef L e o
(July 22 - August 21)
Family role« may hi disrupted over the next
few days: late Monday, expect loved ones to
>-')jecL t<) new opinions or clutlleu.'e the plan
ning of -m-inl ■-vr.nls Habitual routines mav
"uswer-k be can1} derailed by prut" emotional
indifference and social denial Avoid probing
nuestioris and «.nmumge loc«d one« to nuki
peace with the past patience and diplomacy
is needed

T h e re ’s alw ays ro o m for ice cream : w w w .joshshalek.com

kid_shay(cujoshshalek.com

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL
HEV, DOES VOUR DESTRUCT
O-RAV ACTUALLV WORK?_

SO WHV DON'T VOÜ?
I DON'T WANT TO«
CAUSE A SCENE ON
MV FIRST VISIT/
WHERE ARE VOUR
S x MANNERS?

/ OF COURSE. I \
COULD TAKE OVER
VOUR PLANET WITH
- V THIS THING.xSS;

w w w .mrbilly .com

I DON'T HAVE V- < N,VOU THINK THAT MAKES VOU SOUND]
ANV. AND FRANKLVj TOUGH. WELL GUESS WHAT, MISTER.
LIKE IT THAT WAV.V«v HEAVV EVELIDS, IT DOESN'T.
HEV THERE BAB

M V ir g o m
(August 22 - September 211
Lung-term romance may soon hi: a lop pr-nrily. Early this week, a colleague or friend may
iitioduct new acquaintance.'' controversia;
'.ícuil event* or rare act m uta He i cceptive.
■ms i~ a at rung Lime fm fresh attrarimn.i and
■,1’iHy defined emotions between potentisi
mates.
?

Ü L ib r a I f

Tw o Dudes
AFTER EXPIA1HÎH&

VOURAPVICE YOU HEIPEP ME
REALIZESOMETHING PAVE.

&:■S a g i t t a r i u s «■>
i November 22 - December 2()i
Sports, ext reise oi outdoor activdies wil1have a
strong appeal over the next 1.2 days. For many
Sagittario ns, a brief period of low energy and
nagging work concerns is now ending expect
health, fitness and romantic attraction to dran.atically impiove.______________________

COOL, PUPEJ
WHAT'S WAT?
/

\

'September 22 - October 22.
SeiiMiahty and nimantic alt i art ion are romuellmg nwi thi next hw days alter Tuesday
■ expect new relationships and «inidei. l’lirtatiuns
•■) he difficult to re«i«t For ninny I -.brans, llu«
'paik* llu- start of several week« of rnmant u:
- .Ilillinerit and surpt¡singly hum-si cnmniun:
L.'itinn-; in i umance
(October 23 - November 2D
Yesterday's social differences will now be
-‘e.tdily n-ulved Alter Monday. Mlcnl disap
iTOvnl will no longer opi-ati us a contiiiu
mg theme in emotional or rnmuntic Li tangles
Respond quickly to subtle suggestions or enm::ic-nU>- at present. creative- giuup pro{K)«alp will
mng positive result»

by Aaron Warner

HOTTOASKFOR
VOW. APVICE.

\

-Tve K tm m s
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^ C a p ric o rn ^
(December 21 January 19)
Proposed love affairs may this week create
unexpected social complications Unusual or
inappropriate flirtations may be a strong con
cern over the next two weeks Set firm bound
aries and expect others to respect your wishes.

á A q u a r iu s á
i.Iannary 20 - Febuary 17»
Hidden v/orkplace agendas and rare business
tactics may this week strain key relationships
After Monday, expect both colleagues and
managers to avoid direct questions or willi■»Id import:«! r fact»____________________
(February 18 March 19)
Social expan-dun will «ion bo a continuing
theme. Over the next 12 days, expect close
nlatiw r iu lumantu- partners to introduce
new friendships oi unique forms of enteiiain-

fp* A r i e s
For the next few day$¡ laved ones may publicly
Itscuss Private family trianglitj traditional
ideas versus social creativity or a long-term
déification to changing family roles.
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“Oh, R o ger... I love you more than words can
say ... so I’ll try it with a noise: LAAOHHRFNARG!”

“Hey, check it out! Baby’s got back!”

*
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Were going to...

Here We Come

Editor-In-Chief, M ichael M cPhee, M anaging Editor, Jose O rtiz, P roduction Editor, C am eron F e rrara ,
C h ief Copy Editor, K oren F ran k fo rt, N ew s Editor, C h a n t al Gabel, O pinion Editor, K arl de V ries, A rts
a n d E n te rta in m e n t Editor, Je ssic a H avery an d G raphics Editor, L uis R osario w ill be rep re se n tin g you;
Y ES YOU, in K a n sas City, M I. We, your esteem ed colleagues, have sacrificed a w eek of collegiate d u ty to
spend a w eek a t T he H y a tt Regency H otel to striv e for jo u rn alistic excellence. U nfortunately, w e w ill be
u n a b le to release a n issu e on O ctober 27,2005 . U n til n ex t tim e, B est R egards,
T he sta ff of The Montclarion

Oh yes thats right folks Kansas City has...
Blues...

■

w w w .th em o n tclario n .o rg
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A College Girl Named Joe

by Aaron Warner

?
THERE'S«?
oo
WAYAU. VOURSTUFF
WW-fTTIHHERE.

JO E...
OHE WORECOAT
OF PAINTANP YOU
WOM'T FIT IH HERE.

WHAT?
ARE YOU

SERIOUS?
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Fill In the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork,

58
59
61
63
64
65
66
67
68

ACROSS
Subdue
Roam stealthily
Border on
Sharif or Epps
Type of race
Albacore
Creche figures
More than
chunky
Truth twister
Software
support person
Cold War letters
Formal dance
Most on edge
Rap group,__
Boys
Loophole
Disgrace
Harry’s
successor
Of a meal
Red gem
American
desserts
Get steamed
Really big
Coffee container
Ballroom dance
Lennon’s lover
Open porch
Author of “Knots”
A h ,__off it!
__ Paulo, Brazil
Jazz singer
Fitzgerald
Sewing case
Kind of poll
Is just the right
size^
Becomes
pudding
Actress Della
Division word
Citrus drinks
Pontificate
Vanities

DOWN
1 Cruise in
Hollywood
2 Pastime athlete
3 Purplish red
4 Idle and Ambler
5 Golf club
employee
6 Confutation
7 Corrida calls
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8 Japanese
horseradish
■ 9 Detergent
ingredient
10 Book of maps
11 Not detachable
12 Different
13 Veteran
seafarer
21 Listening
equipment
23 Vampires?
24 Lid
25 Scholarship
allowance
27 Stored, as
fodder
28 Slithery fish
31 Guinness and
Baldwin
34 Styron’s Turner
36 Orbiting loc.
38 Yankee dish
39 4Runner or
Highlander
40 Put up
41 Along the way
43 Making dirty

Solutions
3 ± V
s o 3 3
o 1 N 1 3 S 3
MV y
s 1 1 3
o V
■ V 1 1 3
0 N 1V 1 a y
d 3 i s
0 N 0
1 V s S o T o 0
s 3 1d 3
p
1 3 N 1 d S
i N i V
3 X .1
3 1 1 s V 3 g
V s
■ I T V g
y V 1 T
3 s 3
V N n 1
A V 1
i n a V
T M 0

44 Lipstick tree
45 Cabin
component
48 Christian
celebration
51 Out of whack
53 Caine film

y o
3 y

1 s
S

S 3 a V
S 1 3 S
1n 1 3
IAI o 3 i

3
N V y
N
0
H 1 3
d V
a N V
1
V
3 S N
H 0 3
n
g o
1 3
3 y
y V
y d
3 IAI
V a
3 N
3
T d
V i
1 i
1 s

3 A
y n
3 s
y d

n o
3 1
1 ■
V n
IAI o
V X

56 Length x width
58 Continental
NASA equivalent
59 B ’way theater
sign
60 Teeny
62 Distress letters
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The Editors ’ Picks
JO SE

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Detroit over Cleveland

Cleveland over Detroit
Green Bay over Minnesota

m

¡Green Bay over Minnesota

Indianapolis over Houston

Indianapolis pyer Houston

Kansas City over Miami

Kansas City over Miami

St. Loii|s;o'#fr Ne#if)rleans I

St. Louis over Mew Orleans

Cincinnati over Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh over Cincinnati

Philadelphia over San Diego

Philadelphia over S||jD iego

Seattle over Dallas

Seattle over Dallas B

Baltimore over Chicago

Baltimore over Chicago

£h |

|1§||

Denver over NY Giants

Washington over San Francisco

Oakland over Buffalo

Oakland over Buffalo

T e n n e s se ^ ^ p |« % ^ ^ n a

T e n n e ^ e ^ ^ r J ip f e n a

Monday Night

Monday Night

Atlanta over NY Jets

Atlanta over NY Jets

Upset Pick

Upset Pick

San Francisco over Washington

NY Giants over Denver

Overall Record

Overall Record

Upset Pick

19 -9

2-0

Upset Pick

13-15

1-1
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C olorless Fall C lassic
Mike Johnson

Managing Editor
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to bet on. T hd^^fetW pxW Series winners
had b e e m C o j^ n ^ rB ^ ^ jjth e better teams
during j& e^»eular s^pcri and going into
the p lav fc’^ ^ B te ^ w e a r’s matchup seems
like an unpredi. table. Jir',jd-.to-head, combat
between 1 v i hungry ii-nmii vlio each have a
big 300-pound
backs.
It may nraterioir an h&ei'festmg series,,
but whdM i& iris | want to watch it? The
only
sa33§| than Hus v u .u g fe a n a ll-;
Chicago World Sri ies, but the only n|ue that
ever happened w a s l^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ R f the White
Sox beat the Cubs fo i^ X io B M m ^
According to the ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ m W |trday’s
White Sox-Angels gamo«Sratings5rer^ down
twenty four percent from last year’s YankeesRed Sox game.
Not including 2005, seven of the last nine
American League pennants have been won I

This year’s World Series, otherwise known
as the Fall Classic may be classic, but for the
wrong reasons.
The Chicago White Sox, who will be rep
resenting the American league have not won
a World Series since 1917. The last time they
actually made it there was in 1959, when
they lost to the Los Angeles Dodgers in six
games. Anyone who knows their baseball
history knows that in 1919, the White Sox,
then the Black Sox, could have had another
World Series title, hut; th e slavers blew the
series inteutiuacdly to WU1 money.
;
This year’s ream was a lot different from
team s of the past years. They finished the
11 Jhl||iltKi«itin with
which were the i
most in fhe Ain e ^ V a n i^ p g u ^ n a t^ ^ ^ n a J y i p j h e Y f K S T ^
I
best overall m fl|s e |a llf J
H B f ' ^ r th e j team s to g o tJTEI w K li«
*
ybtb'haveM teanM ik e ^ s t, y |a r’sj
Red S ta. They finished the regular season
f advancing
with a great record and are playing for more ^ t o j he ttoBcI Selies.the W h itlS « havelvl»
tB|Hgg|BBi^atggtoaship' » J ^ afe'pla.vfeif for ^jm jie ithevemUiffJfent wmS^TuTtEe
their dignity Hut then1is no rival.1nr.thpm 'ten years.
to ovgreomp, like the rival th at th e Red p i
Not including 2005, seven of the last nine
had. That is why people watch sports in the National League pennants have been won
first place,
>¿1 ?
**
* by different teams, including seven straight
On the othersicIPPBHTnatchup, we see years of different teams. That streak was
the Houston Astros. This is the Wild Card threatened by the Cardinals who tried to;
winner from the National League. It can be make the World Series two years in a row,
argued th at they neven|||puld have been in but lost in six games.
the playoffs to
Statistics can show a person a lot of
The Astros have never i^ p tW o rid Series. things, but most of the time, they can not
In fact, they have never even made it there. predict the winner of a game.
Since the Houston
.4!B |pcam e a team
As unpredictable as baseball may be, one
in 1962jjpSpiave railed to make the World thing that I will predict is th at this year’s
Fall Classic will fall ju st short of classic and
Series,
may fall under the category of lame.
1 Chicago’s team leader in average for the
^season battted only .290 and Houston had to
an interesting team to watch, but never struggle just to get there.

G reyhounds W in a C lo se R ace
Mike Johnson
Sports Editor

As the stands filled up (somewhat) on a
cool night at Sprague field, each team was
introduced and both looked ready to play.
The M oravian
Greyhounds (12-3) are
MORAVIAN
1
ranked No. 6 overall,
but were coming off of
a 3-1 loss to Messiah
College.
The Red Hawks (5-7-2) were also coming
off of a 1-0 loss to Stevens Tech.
Coach Eileen Blair, after the game, said
of her team , “As a coach, you strive for con
sistency and if you’ve followed us from the
beginning of the season, you would see we
haven’t had that.”

“We lik e b ein g th e
u nd erdog. It m a k es u s

Nastassia Davis I The Montclarlon

Ruby Russell and the Red Hawks battled all
game, but came up short by only one goal.

p lay th em h ard er”
Ruby Russell
Red Hawks Women's Soccer

Montclair looked to take a step in the
right direction towards consistency tonight.
The team looked sharp in the opening min
utes, but according to each team ’s record,
MSU was clearly outmatched. The Red
Hawks slowly tapered off and allowed the
Greyhounds to control the ball in their zone.
After the first seven and a half minutes,
the clock was stopped when Jess Amendola

went down with a head injury. She came out
for four minutes and played the rest of the
game.
The ball went back and forth for the first
seventeen minutes before the first shot on
goal was made. Moravian had a good shot,
but it was denied by Kuhmann.
The Red Hawks answered only four min
utes later with a shot of their own by Ruby
Russell th at was nearly kicked in by Jennifer
Kelleher, but blocked away.
Twenty-one minutes and eighteen seconds
into the game, Megan Collins of Moravian
scored the first and only goal of the game.

Collins is the leading scorer on her team.
Moravian clearly played a more physical
game. More MSU players hit the ground in
the first half than the players had shots.
The second half began just like the first
had begun and ended. Moravian controlled
the ball most of the time.
It looked as though Montclair was hold
ing the ball too long and not making the
quick passes they needed to make in order to
score.
Usually defensemen hang back a little
and let the ball and the action come to
them, but Montclair seemed to be giving
the Greyhounds a little too much room. The
offense needed to pick up the slack.
With thirty-two minutes and twenty two
seconds left in the game, Amendola took
MSU’s third shot of the game, but was denied
by Moravian goalkeeper, Caitlin Corrigan.
The key to this game was how Kuhmann
kept the Red Hawks in the game. With
seventeen minutes remaining, she made a
nice save to keep Montclair within one goal.
Moravian Mid-Fielder, Tracy Fitzpatrick, cut
between two MSU defenders and drove hard
to the net, but was denied.
Fans and players still thought it was
anybody’s game.
The Red Hawks threatened with about
ten minutes to go when they made their
way into Greyhound territory. A comer kick
almost resulted in a goal, but was stopped by
a defender.
With over six minutes to go, a direct kick
by Ruby Russell sailed ju st over the top of the
net and kept the Red Hawks scoreless and
also let many players’ hopes down.
Moravian’s tough defense had shut
Montclair out and left the Red Hawks won-

N astassla D avis I The M ontclarlon

Jess Am endola fighting it out with one of
the Greyhounds.

dering what could have been.
“We like being the underdog. It makes us
play them harder,” said Ruby Russell. “Even
though their record is better than ours, we
never feel outmatched. I definitely think we
should have won.”
Not everyone was disappointed with the
loss.
“We played well as a team tonight; We
really connected. I’m not disappointed at
all. We really could have won,” said Dara
Nalven.
The Red Hawks played some of the best
soccer they have played all season tonight
despie the loss.
“Sometimes in soccer you need a little
luck,” said Russell, and the Red Hawks had
none of th at tonight.
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The End Of The Road for a True Captain
Ben Faresich
S taff Writer

This year, the NHL has seen a number of
retirements after a long labor dispute that
canceled the 2004-2005 season. Among the
retirees are four legendary players. Mark
Messier, Ron Francis and A1 M aclnnis are all
»extraordinary players who are destined for
the Hall of Fame, but there’s one player from
our own New Jersey Devils, whose retire
ment will have opposing forwards breathing
a sigh of relief. That’s Scott Stevens.
Scott Stevens began his NHL career with
the Washington Capitals in 1982. He was
a feisty, offensive defenseman who liked to
drop the gloves. In 1990, he. was traded to
the St. Louis Blues, where he became the
team captain. He was then traded to the
Devils a year later as compensation for the
Blues signing restricted free agent, Brendan
Shannahan.
’ Stevens was unhappy at first to be coming
to the Devils, but quickly made the adjust
ment and again was given the team captain
cy. He was asked to play a more defensive
style, which he adapted to well. He became a
powerful presence, both with his team in the
locker room, and to his opponents on the ice.
And while his offensive numbers dropped as
he honed and implemented a more defensive
style, his ability as an elite defenseman has
never been in question.
There are numerous thoughts as to why
Stevens has decided to retire. Some believe
that the post-concussion syndrome that he
suffered as a result of a slap shot to the head
in the 2003 playoffs took more of a toll than
he’d like to let on. Some believe th at with the

new NHL rules, some of the aging veterans
would rather simply call it quits than have to
adapt to a changed game. I tend to take the
man at his word. According to Stevens him
self, he simply had a taste of retirem ent dur
ing the year long lockout... and liked it. He
was able to spend more time with his family
than he has in the past twenty-two years.
He was quoted as saying th at he wants to be
able to continue to do so. He simply has put
in the years and has nothing left to prove to
himself. Now it’s time for him to be there for
his family.
In fact, the only major award to somehow
elude Stevens is the Norris Trophy, which is
awarded to the NHUs best defenseman. He
came nail-bitingly close to winning it once,
but barely lost to Ray Bourque.
For his achievements, Stevens has three
Stanley Cup Championships, one Conn
Smythe Trophy(Playoff MVP), and was on
the NHL All-Star team 13 times. He also
carries the distinction of playing in more
NHL games (1,635) than any other defenseman in NHL history.
In addition, he has played in more NHL
playoff games (233) than any other defenseman, and has played in more games in which
his team won than anyone else in NHL his
tory.
But what most of us will remember
Stevens most for are those bone-crushing
open ice hits. Stevens had the ability to turn
the momentum of a game by his physical, yet
clean, style of play, which he displayed on
numerous occasions.
Under Stevens’ captaincy, the Devils went
from virtual underdogs to perennial Stanley
Cup contenders. Since 1995, they have won

courtesy of NHL.com

Scott Stevens, a valuable piece of the Devils defense for many years has finally decided to
retire.

the Championship three times, in 1995,
2000, and 2003, and they went to the Stanley
Cup Finals again in 2001, losing to the
Colorado Avalanche in game seven.
There is no question th at there were a
few key th in g s th at factored into m ak in g the

Devils a near-dynasty team, but there is no
question th at the acquisition of Scott Stevens
was one of them. Revered by teammates,
fans and foes, Stevens’ has left a lasting
impression on the New Jersey Devils and the
NHL.

Instant Replay in MLB a Big Concern
Jose Ortiz
Managing Editor

This year’s MLB playoffs have added yet
more evidence th at there should be instant
replay in baseball. Almost every single game
during the regular season has umpires mak
ing bad calls. W hether it’s a bad strike call,
a missed tag out, or anything else, there are
way too many m istakes and a very, simple
way to fix the problem.
There should be an option to have plays
at first and home, as well as all stolen base
attempts reviewed. The plays should also be
reviewed if there is a possible interference
call or balk call. I am in no way saying that
players and or coaches should be able to chal
lenge balls and strikes.
The NFL, NCAA football, NHL and the
NBA have all adopted instant replays into
their respective sports, in varying ways. In
none of these leagues has it made the game
worse. On the contrary, it has given the refs
a safety net, and has made it so games aren’t
won and lost on bad, or no, calls.
One of the m ain argum ents against
instant replay in baseball is th at it would
make the game go too long. But your average
baseball contest is already over three hours
long, some games are even more than four

courtesy of NFL.com

Tom Brady’s

pass was ruled incomplete, but
after being reviewed on instant replay, the
call should have been reversed and ruled a
fumble.

Worst Calls in Sports History
M . D enkinger call* O rta Safe
Ninth inning, game 6 of the World Series. I 'm pire Don
Denkinger calls Royals' Jorge O rta safe at first. Replays
showed that Cardinal pitcher, Tim Worrell had clearly
beaten O rta to the bag. Kansas City rallies to win the
game and tie the series and then win the W orld Series
in game 7
5. Jeffery N aicr assists Jeter

courtesy of MLB.com

Don Denkinger calls the play safe at first base
in game six of the 1985 World Series when it
clearly should have went the other way. the
call cost the Cardinals the World Series.

hours. To add an extra 10-20 minutes to the
game to make sure th at the calls are right
would only better the game.
Baseball is a sport based on taking your
time. Look at how long it takes pitchers
to throw the ball, catchers to get the ball
back to the pitcher after a strikeout, or the
amount of time wasted in pitching changes
and visits to the mound. If the league is con
cerned with making the games shorter, they
should concentrate on something else besides
what instant replay could add.
The entire scope of this year’s playoffs
could be completely different were it not for
questionable calls involving Robinson Cano
of the New York Yankees and A.J. Pierzynski
of the White Sox. Many baseball purists
have said th at the hum an aspect of the
game is what makes baseball so great. But
what’s so great about ruining a team ’s season

4. Thanksgiving Day
||tiin flip
Referee Phil Luckelt
hears Steeler running
hack, Jerome Bettis
wrong on a coin flip in
overtim e The Lions
get the ball as a result
and go on to win

Hninmin
12-year-old tan, Naiei
reaches ovei the wall and
catches Jeters hornet un in
game one of the 1998 Al.CS,
right before Oriole rigid
fielder Tony Tarasco can
make the play. Referees fail
to call interference and the
game is tied. Yanks go on to
win the game and eventually

2. Tom Brady fum ble?
January 19,2002,
Patriots at hom e against
the Raidei s in the snow
in a divisional Playoff
game Charles Woodson
hits Tom Brady and
causes a fumble that
Oakland recovers at
midfield with under 2
minutes to play. Hie call
was ruled and incom 
plete pass because his
aim was moving
forward, although
replays showed that he
■ lucking the ball in.

3, Fifth Down at Colorado
In 1990, ( /dorado's football team came back to beat Nissan in the final
seconds Colorado scored on the final play on their fifth shot at the endzone
without getting | fust down.
because the umpire blinked at the wrong
time, and happened to miss something very
important? How em barrassing is it that
everyone watching at home knows the right
call, but the umps will have it wrong because
they don’t have the benefit of a replay?
The chance of human error would still be
present.
Referees have often m isinterpreted
replays and still made the wrong calls. The
point is th at by having the replay option
there is less of a chance for a m istake which

will add more integrity to the sport. I would
even say th at if it were possible, baseball
should consider having a computerized strike
zone. At least this way there would be some
consistency among umpires balls and strikes
calls.
The human aspect was great 50 years
ago when you could learn the ins and outs
of each umpire and knowing what you could
and couldn’t do. Now th at almost every other
team sport has instant replay, it’s time for
baseball to follow suit.
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Field Hockey Continues Winning Streak
M S U D e fe a ts S ix th -R a n k e d S k id m o re O n W e e k e n d a n d T h e n R a m a p o to E x te n d W in n in g S tre a k to F iv e G a m e s
Mike Johnson
S p o rts E d ito r

Once again, Robyn Apicelli came up big
in MSU’s win. She posted another shutout
and improved the team ’s overall record to
12-1. Though she is the
one who gets the win, it
wasn’t all her. It was a
RAMAPO
total team effort th at
lifted the Red hawks
over the Roadrunner 4-0.
A couple of late goals by Jam ie Lukács
and Kristen Swartz finalized the win, but it
was the strong play and attitude displayed by
the Red Hawks th at got them the win.
In the first h alf of the game, Ramapo and
MSU looked evenly matched and neither
team could do much. The Red Hawks had
a few quality shots on Katelyn Ferguson,
but didn’t have a goal until ten minutes and
thirty-one seconds into the game.
Although Kelly, Swartz and Tanis are the

Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion

Alexandria Kelly, MSU’s points leader for the
season, also scored a goal against Ramapo.

three leading goal scorers this season, the she knocked down with her glove and a slow
team is made up of more than ju st people roller th at got past her, but was knocked
who can score a lot of goals. It is made up of away by a teammate.
sm art players who
Alex Kelly scored the
pass well and take
next MSU goal with
quality shots.
over 23 minutes to go
“Elyse Winkle
in the game. The goal
is the center of the
was assisted by Jen
team. Apicelli is
Tanis and put the Red
also. They’re real
Hawks up by two.
ly good captains.
Ramapo’s. team
They hold the team
played a very physi
together,”
said
cal game and each
Jaclyn G riffiths,
girl knew th at every
who is currently
minute they were on
sidelined with an
the field was a chance
injury.
they were going to get
The key to the
pushed around. The
M ontclair
win
Roadrunners were a
was the defense.
physically tough team,
They held the
but ju st didn’t have
R oadrunners to
the ability to make
only three shots on
things happen and
goal, all of which
put big plays together.
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion
Apicelli stopped.
Their defense dragged
In fact, the defense Jen Soss scpred M ontclair’s first goal of the and eventually cost
night, which was all they would need.
was so good, that
them the game when
Apicelli spent a lot of the game with her MSU’s speedy offense put the game away for
mask up on her head looking down the field good on their third goal which was scored by
at the action.
K risten Swartz.
That’s not taking away anything from the
The Red Hawks came off a big winner
offense.
against number six, Skidmore, at home. The
The offense got the ball down the field Red Hawks, who were ranked number twelve
quickly and set up shots and confused going into the game, defeated Skidmore 1-0
Ramapo’s bulky defense.
on a Jen Soss goal. Apicelli stopped a seasonAfter Jen Soss’ goal in the first half, there high 11 shots on goal and along with the help
were no more until the second half.
of her team m ates, moved into the overall 11
Once the clock started in the second part spot in the standiings.
of the game, Apicelli was faced with a couple
“I’m not surprised to be ranked so well
of quick shots, including a high missile which because we’re a good team and we play well

R ig h t n e x t to A & P on Valley R o a d !

Dominique W ilson I The

Jen Tanis made beautiful passes all
including an assist on an Alex Kelly goal.

together,” said Jaclyn Griffiths.
It’s no wonder this team is so good. Even
from the beginning of the season, there was
something different about this team that
could not be duplicated by any other team.
It is the way they play together th at makes
them so special.
“We’re a great group of girls. The camaradery is great. We’re all friends on and off
[of] the field,” said Apicelli. “We may not
have been this good in the beginning of the,
season, but we were always good.”
The Red Hawks look to continue their
climb to the top and extend their winninng
streak when they take on TCNJ this week
end in a big game at Sprague Field. This
game may afffect their NJAC standings

www.themontclarion.org
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Player of The Week

SPORTS TRIVIA

:s

UESTIO

Which NFL reciever holds the record for the most receiving
"
yards in a single game?

I

LAST EDITION’S QUESTION

rent NFL player and future Hail-of-Fa
Brett Favre's first career completion'

ANSWER TO LAST EDITION’S QUESTIO
Brett Favre caught his own first career completion. The pass was deflected:
by a defender and he caught his own pass.

'" n o i l
»J ¡ J

Match ‘Em
Match the current NFL players with their alma mater

itclarion !

I night
»al.

Even
re was
n that
team,
makes

1.

) Ricky Williams

2.

) Jerry Rice

3.

) Warrick Dunn

4.

) Brett Favre

5.

camamd off
ay not
of the

Florida State
Texas
Texas Southern

) Michael Strahan

Mississippi Valley State

ujsijinos. SExei ‘uel|ejjs leBipufti - g ¡ddmsjss^ ujsißnos ‘sjaej uejg - p ‘ejejg spuoy
‘uunQ >puJBM - G ajims / 9 ||ba ¡ddissjss!^ ‘8 0 |y Ansp- z .‘sbxsi ‘suibüüm Avjoih - |. :sj8 msuv

M e n 's S o c c e r
NJAC

h

Southern Mississippi

D offont kicked $ personal best 4 field goals
In MSU's w in overW iHiam Paterson.

W o m e n 's S o c c e r
Overall

TCNJ
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden
Richard Stockton
NJCU

5-2
4-0
4-2
4-2
4-2

10-2
10-1
12-4
11-4
14-3

MSU

3-3

W illiam Paterson
Rowan
Kean
Rutgers-Newark

2-3
2-4
1-4
0-7

NJAC

Overall

TCNJ
Rowan
Kean
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Camden

7-0
5-1
5-2
4-2
4-3

14-0
13-1
9-5
6-8
10-6

9-5

MSU

2-2

5-8

8-5
6-7
6-7
5-8

Ramapo
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Newark
NJCU

1-2
1-5
1-6
0-7

7-4
5-11
4-10
3-11

This W eek

Thurs vs. Rowan, 2 p.m.
Sat vs. Rutgers-Camden 2 p.m.
Wed ©Rutgers-Newark 7 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
10/15 -M S U 1, Rowan 0
1 0 /1 9 -MSU 1, Kings Point 1

ALEXANDRIA KELLY
Senior
lip m e to w n : Pom pton Plains, NJ
Kelly w as named NJAC Field
Hockey Player o f the W eek.

N l^ oadh w as nam ed NJAC Offensiye Player o f the W eek and
rushed fo r a career-high 145 yards
W illiam Paterson,'.

Last W eek's Results
10/18-M S U 0, M oravian 1

F o o tb a o

Honorable Mentions

RYAN M CCO ACH
Sophomore
Hom etown: Rockaway, NJ

This W eek

, Sat © Rutgers-Camden, 7 p.m.
Tues vs. Rutgers-Newark, 7 p.m.

NJAC

cl'**
Hom etow n: North A rlington, NJ

F ie id H o c k e y

■
Overall

NJAC

Overall

Rowan
SUNY Cortland
Western Conn

3-0
3-1
2-1

5-0
4-2
4-2

Rowan
TCNJ

2-0
4-1

11-2
11-3

MSU

2-1

13-1

MSU

2-1

3-3

Kean
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson

1-2
1-3
0-4

3-3
2-4
2-4

Richard Stockton
Kean
Ramapo
W illiam Paterson

2-2
2-3
1-2
0-4

7-7
10-5
3-8
5-8

EDGARD DINTON
Senior >
Hom etow n: O ld Bridge, NJ
Dinton w as named NJAC Defen
sive P la|^ o f the W eek. He also
posted a shutout against Rowan.

ROBYN APICELU
This W eek

1

This W eek

Sat vs. Western Connecticut 6 p.m.

Sat vs. TCNJ 1 p.m.
Wed vs. W illiam Paterson 7 p.m.

Last Week's Results
10/15 - MSU 26, W illiam paterson 16

Last W eek's Results
10/15- MSU 1, Skidm ore 0
10/17-M S U 4, Ram apoO
10/19- MSU 3, New Paltz 1

Senior
Hom etow n: Oceanport, NJ
Apicelli faced on ly three shots
in M SU's w in over Drew and
recorded her eighth shutout of

Field Hockey W ins Again

S co tt Stevens Retires

PG. 28

PG. 29

The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
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GAME I

Hockey vs. TCNJ

w h h m h m r h h m

No Recognition for Club Team, Until Now
R u g b y T e a m is N o t F u n d e d B y M o n tc la ir S ta te U n iv ersity , B u t C o n tin u e s T o P la y J u s t for T h e L o v e o f T h e G a m e
Mike Johnson

it ju st feels so good
their own equipment
to know th at no one
and they provide their
was there pushing
own transportation,
The sun was finally out after a us to practice. We
this team isn’t going
long wet week when the rugby team do it because we
to let any of th at stop
took the field to practice. The mud want to. We all love
them from having a
was finally hardening up and the it.”
good time and being
good at what they do.
“When we lose, I
“The team gets
take it personally,”
M ike Johnson I The Montclarion
said Steve Sylvester. The Revelers and the Maritime Merchant Marines fight for the no money from the
“I hate losing in ball in the beginning of what turned out to be a tied game.
school whatsoever,
but we’re consistently
Rugby.”
This team doesn’t take losing the game saw how these athlètes one of the best team s in the divi
sion. I mean, look at our jerseys!”
very weH, but they don’t lose too love the game they play.
If you think our football or soc said Steve Sylvester.
often, but ju st like any other team,
Although, it would probably be
they win and lose together as a cer games have low attendance,
team.
you should try going to a rugby in the team ’s best interest if rugby
Some of the guys on the team game. There were about 20 or 30 became a school sport and not just a
M ike Johnson I The Montclarion
don’t really know each other too people watching and most of them club sport, some of the players may Steve Sylvester was covered in
mud by the game’s end. The poor
well, while some of the guys are were friends, girlfriends or parents. not like that.
field conditions make it difficult
really good friends, but either way, According to one of the players,
Ferrara thinks just that.
to stay clean, but then again, who
th at’s ju st fine with them because th at was a good turnout.
“It would be good and it wouldn’t tries?
M ike Johnson I The Montclarion they are all there to
[be good]. It’s hard to
The two teams break into a scrum
play and to win.
explain.
It might take but no m atter what they do, they do
to decide who gets posession of
“It’
s
my
first
year
away
from
our pride, it with their hearts instead of with
the ball.
playing,” said John
mostly. The only thing it just their bodies and th at’s what
shards of broken glass th at were, Lauri, “and I know
would give us is prestige, makes Montclair Rugby so unique.
in the weed-eaten field reflected in some kids who have
So go out and show some supI guess.”
the sun.
been playing for two
M ontclair and
The team was tossing the ball years and they don’t
only one other school in
around and stretching when the really know what
th eir division are not
wind began to blow harder. Their they’re doing yet.
funded by their schools.
uprights, which are no more than Neither do I.”
All other team s have
PVC piping duct taped together,
At first, the game
nice uniforms, uprights
swayed with the wind and eventu may seem like a for
and fields, but the one
ally fell backwards to the ground. eign concept with all
thing th at they may not
This is MSU Rugby.
of its crazy rules, but
have over our team is th e
Their jerseys are no more than it does not take long
passion.
M ike Johnson I The Montclarion
old polo T-shirts with numbers until it will seem as The Revelers’ and the Merchant Marines fought for the
The Rugby team
on the back and their name, The normal as any school ball after a scrum. The athletes say that anything can is always looking for
Revelers, and their logo on the top sport. It’s almost the happen at the bottom of one of those piles and the official more players to join the
would never see it.
M lke Johnson I The Montclarion
comer of the front. But at least same idea as football,
team . • They currently
they match.
but without the padding.
These guys feed off of each oth have 17 players and two substi Albert McEvoy, who most likely sus
tained a broken wrist during the
These guys don’t play for fame,
Of the game, Carl F ranzetti er’s energy and don’t need much tutes. If you don’t know how to game, can’t wait to get back out
trophies, or anything like that. said, “It’s pretty barbaric, but it’s a more fan support, but I’m sure it play, remember, not a lot of people there and play again.
They play for the love of the game good time.”
wouldn’t h u rt and th at they would do.
,and they all share the same m utual
When they finally took the field apppreciate it. They not only want
“I like doing rough stuff, th at’s port for your rugby team and if you
love. Cameron Ferrara summed it to start the game, their coach had to be cheered on, but they want why I decided to play,” said John can’t play, at least go cheer them
up when he said, “If we all decided not showed up because of a prior others to have the same love for the Lauri. “I used to run track and I on. These guys are already heroes, ]
to stop playing, there really wouldn’t arrangement, but th at didn’t mean
saw them playing, so I decided to they ju st need fans to make them
be a team anymore. It’s up to us to they were lost without him. In
feel th at way.
play also.”
play. When we’re done practicing, fact, they outplayed the M erchant “It’s pretty barbaric,
The Rugby
team
prac
M a rin e s
but it’s a good tim e.”
for most of
tices
th ree
the game.
tim es a week
Carl Franzetti
T h e y
on Tuesdays,
Rugby tearri
seemed to
Wednesdays
and Saturdays
be more
p h y sic a l game as they do. It seems like it’s and then play
and a lot all they talk about when they are their games on
to u g h e r, together.
Sundays.
e v e n
“The practic
These guys like to hang out and
t h o u g h have a good time, on and off of the es are more con
the oppos field, but they are in no rush to get ditioning than
ing team the game over with.
anything,” said
may have
W ilkes.
“We play for 80 m inutes of Tim
They
run
most
war
and
then
[have
a
good
time]
b e e n
M ike Johnson I The Montclarion
ly
and
practice
b
i
g
g
e
r
.
afterwards,”
said
Scrum
Half,
Tim
Carl Franzetti, pictured on the ground, and the rest of the
Most people don’t know the rules of the game and get
a lot of passing confused, especially when they see players lifting up one
Everyone Wilkes.
team get no recognition or respect from the school or the
students, but still continue to play their hardest.
Just because they pay for all of and catching, of their own when they in-bound the ball.
w atching
Sports Editor

Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.shtml for more information

